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In 1998, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation 
Ofﬁcials (AASHTO) approved its Strategic Highway Safety Plan. This plan was 
developed with the assistance of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), 
the National Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administration (NHTSA), and the Transporta-
tion Research Board (TRB). The goal of this plan is to reduce highway fatalities 
on our nation’s roadways by 5,000 to 7,000 each year to 1.0 per 100 million 
vehicle miles traveled. This will be accomplished by the application of low-cost, 
proven countermeasures that, when implemented, will lead to a reduction in the 
number of motor vehicle crashes each year. 
To provide a structure for executing this plan, a 22-volume implementa-
tion guide has been developed under the direction and guidance of the National 
Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP). NCHRP is an agency 
of TRB. The guide, NCHRP Report 500: Guidance for Implementation of the 
AASHTO Strategic Highway Safety Plan, addresses a speciﬁc type of collision 
in each volume. Examples include: Aggressive Driving Collisions, Collisions 
caused by Drivers with Suspended or Revoked Licenses, Collisions with Trees 
in Hazardous Locations, Head-On Collisions, Unsignalized Intersection Colli-
sions, and Run-Off-Road Collisions. Each volume also gives guidance for the 
implementation of low-cost countermeasures proven to mitigate the speciﬁc 
collision addressed. 
For example, Volume 6: A Guide for Addressing Run-Off-Road Colli-
sions, addresses countermeasures for mitigating the number and the severity of 
collisions caused by vehicles leaving the roadway. In this volume, one speciﬁc 
type of run-off-road collision addressed is a collision caused by a pavement 
edge drop-off. The research described in this report, Safety Impacts of Pave-
ment Edge Drop-offs, focuses on the magnitude and severity of such collisions, 
evaluates federal and state guidance regarding when edge drop-offs should 
be addressed, and provides measures for the quantity and depth of edge 
drop-offs on representative rural two-lane roadways in the United States. This 
information is necessary and required for states and counties to determine the 
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economic beneﬁts from addressing pavement edge drop-offs, to understand the 
importance of this aspect of the AASHTO Strategic Highway Safety Plan, and 
to subsequently focus the limited maintenance resources necessary to mitigate 
this roadway problem. 
This report, and the preceding study, The Elimination or Mitigation of 
Hazards Associated with Pavement Edge Drop-offs During Roadway Resurfac-
ing, by J. B. Humphreys and J. A. Parham, published in 1994, was initiated and 
primarily funded by the AAA Foundation for Trafﬁc Safety (AAAFTS) to reduce the 
injuries and loss of life annually occurring on our nation’s roadways. It contains, 
in Chapter 6, research initiated and funded by FHWA in support of the nation’s 
goals to improve trafﬁc safety. This joint report is an important addition to the 
knowledge base necessary to quantify the safety and economic beneﬁts derived 
from implementing a portion of the AASHTO Highway Strategic Plan – namely 




A vehicle may leave its travel lane for a number of reasons, such as driver 
error, poor surface conditions, or avoidance of a collision with another vehicle in the 
travel lane. When a vehicle leaves the travel lane, pavement edge drop-off poses 
a potential safety hazard because signiﬁcant vertical differences between sur-
faces can affect vehicle stability and reduce a driver’s ability to handle the vehicle. 
Numerous controlled studies have tested driver response to encounter-
ing drop-offs under various conditions, including different speeds, vehicle types, 
drop-off height and shape, and tire scrubbing versus non-scrubbing conditions. 
The studies evaluated the drivers’ ability to return to and recover within their 
own travel lane after leaving the roadway and encountering a drop-off. Many 
of these studies, however, have used professional drivers as test subjects, so 
results may not always apply to the population of average drivers. Furthermore, 
test subjects are always briefed on what generally is to be expected and how 
to respond; thus, the sense of surprise that a truly naïve driver may experience 
upon realizing that one or two of his or her tires have just dropped off the edge 
of the pavement, is very likely diminished. Additionally, the studies were carried 
out under controlled conditions.
The actual impact of pavement edge drop-off on drivers’ ability to recover 
safely once they leave the roadway, however, is not well understood under actual 
driving conditions. Additionally, little information is available that quantiﬁes the 
number or severity of crashes that occur where pavement edge drop-off may 
have been a contributing factor. 
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Without sufﬁcient information about the frequency of edge drop-off-related 
crashes, agencies are not fully able to measure the economic beneﬁts of invest-
ment decisions, evaluate the effectiveness of different treatments to mitigate 
edge drop-off, or focus maintenance resources. To address these issues, this 
report details research to quantify the contribution of pavement edge drop-off 
to crash frequency and severity. Additionally, the study evaluated federal and 
state guidance in sampling and addressing pavement edge drop-off and quanti-
ﬁed the extent of pavement edge drop-off in two states. This study focused on 
rural two-lane paved roadways with unpaved shoulders, since they are often 
high speed facilities (55+ mph), have varying levels of maintenance, and are 
likely to be characterized by adverse roadway conditions such as narrow lanes 
or no shoulders.
 
2. National Guidance in Addressing Pavement Edge 
Drop-off
Chapter 2 summarizes national guidance and recommendations for ad-
dressing pavement edge drop-off. Although several agencies at the national level 
provide guidance and recommendations related to edge drop-off for highway 
design, construction, and maintenance, no national standards exist that indicate 
the level at which pavement edge drop-off should be addressed. Numerous stud-
ies list a threshold drop-off height where some action should be taken; however, 
none of the national guidance discusses edge drop-off shape nor agrees on a 
speciﬁc level of drop-off that constitutes a potential hazard.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) has instituted its Safety Edge 
program to address edge drop-off. The program encourages agencies to use a 
30 – 35° asphalt ﬁllet along each side of the roadway in all resurfacing projects.
Chapter 2 discusses national guidance from numerous sources, including 
the Manual on Uniform Trafﬁc Control Devices, FHWA, American Association 
of State Highway and Transportation Ofﬁcials, National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program, Institute of Transportation Engineers, and a previous AAA 
Foundation for Trafﬁc Safety (AAAFTS) study.
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3. State and Provincial Practice and Guidelines for 
Collection, Prevention, and Maintenance of Edge 
Drop-off
Numerous U.S. states and Canadian provinces were contacted to 
document their guidelines for prevention and mitigation of edge drop-off dur-
ing design, construction, and maintenance. Practices from 14 U.S. states and 
2 Canadian provinces were obtained after contacting a number of agencies. 
Chapter 3 summarizes state and province practices for design, construction, 
and maintenance. 
4. Sampling of Drop-off in Two States
One of the main goals of this research was to quantify the magnitude of 
edge drop-off on rural two-lane paved roadways. As discussed in Chapter 4, 21 
counties in Iowa and 2 districts in Missouri were selected to provide a represen-
tative sampling of the magnitude and amount of edge drop-off present in each 
state. Pavement edge drop-off height and the shape of the drop-off, as well as 
other road characteristics such as lane width, shoulder type, and shoulder width, 
were documented along 150 segments in Iowa and 71 segments in Missouri on 
rural two-lane paved roadways with unpaved shoulders. Data were collected at 
a randomly selected 0.1-mi section for each mile of segment. Segments were 
2 mi or longer. Although both states are in the Midwest, rural two-lane paved 
roadways vary signiﬁcantly in maintenance guidelines, topography, soil condi-
tions, and paved shoulder policies.
Results indicate that a very small percentage of drop-off sampled in Iowa 
was 5.0 in in height (< 0.1%), less than 1% was equal to or greater than 4.0 in, 
roughly 1% was equal to or greater than 3.0 in, and slightly more than 12% was 
equal to or greater than 2.0 in. In Missouri, a very small percentage of drop-off 
sampled was greater than or equal to 5.0 in (0.11%), less than 1% was equal 
to or greater than 4.0 in, 3.0% was equal to or greater than 3.0 in, and 18.6% 
was equal to or greater than 2.0 in. 
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5. Relationship Between Edge Drop-off and Road 
Characteristics
In Chapter 5, the relationship between drop-off and roadway charac-
teristics was evaluated for Iowa and Missouri to determine where drop-off was 
more likely to occur, since edge drop-off was more likely expected to be pres-
ent along roadways with certain characteristics. A relationship between drop-off 
amount and roadway characteristics was analyzed using hierarchical tree-based 
regression (HTBR) analysis. 
6. Frequency and Characteristics of Pavement Edge 
Drop-off Crashes
A primary goal of the research was to quantify the frequency of edge drop-
off-related crashes. Council and Patel (2004) developed and used a method to 
evaluate the number of pavement edge drop-off related crashes that occurred 
in North Carolina and Illinois as part of a previous research study that FHWA 
initiated and funded. The analysis for these two states was carried out on state 
system rural roads with narrow paved or unpaved shoulders. 
Their methods were adapted for this research on Iowa and Missouri roads. 
The frequency and characteristics of pavement edge drop-off-related crashes 
in Iowa and Missouri were assessed by evaluating crash reports. A sample of 
crashes that were likely to be edge drop-off related were selected, and ofﬁcer 
narratives and crash diagrams from crash reports were evaluated to determine 
whether edge drop-off was likely to have contributed to each crash. Chapter 6 
presents the results of this analysis. The Iowa and Missouri analysis included 
both county and state rural paved roads with unpaved shoulders. 
FHWA collaborated with AAAFTS in publishing this report. The methods 
and results for all four states are presented in Chapter 6. In all cases, crashes 
that were probably (“Probable”) or possibly (“Possible”) edge drop-off related 
and involved tire scrubbing comprised less than 2% of rural crashes on similar 
roads. Crashes that were “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off related, with-
out considering scrubbing, comprised less than 3% of rural crashes on similar 
roads. Scrubbing occurs when the tire sidewall is forced into the pavement edge, 
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resulting in friction between the tire and pavement.
The severity of edge drop-off-related crashes is also discussed. Crashes 
determined to be “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off related were much more 
likely than other crashes on similar roadways to result in a fatality or serious injury. 
The number of edge drop-off-related crashes is relatively small compared 
to other crash types; however, even though small, the numbers are still large 
enough to warrant attention and treatment. 
7. Relationship of Crashes to Edge Drop-off   
Characteristics
Chapter 7 assesses the relationship between the crash rates of roadway 
segments and the fraction of drop-off of speciﬁed depth along those segments. 
A relationship between potential edge drop-off-related crashes and roadway 
characteristics was explored for Iowa and Missouri using negative binomial 
regression analysis. The frequency of edge drop-off-related crashes was the 
predictor variable, and roadway characteristics, including drop-off, were the 
explanatory variables.
The regression analysis of Iowa crashes indicates a relationship between 
potential edge drop-off-related crashes and the amount of edge drop-off along 
a segment that was 2.5 in or more. This agrees well with current maintenance 
thresholds, which numerous states have set at 2.0 in.
8. Drop-off Educational Message 
Chapter 8 reviews drivers’ manuals from numerous states, information 
in drivers’ education textbooks, input from the project panel, and conclusions 
concerning available educational materials to identify and evaluate existing 
educational materials and advise road users about the hazards and avoidance 
of pavement edge drop-offs. Two educational messages to assist drivers in 
negotiating drop-off are presented.
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9. Panel Recommendations
The panel for this project met after reviewing the ﬁnal project results and 
agreed on a set of recommendations for addressing pavement edge drop-off. 
Recommendations are summarized by the agency to which they are directed 
and are presented in Chapter 9.
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  Introduction
Pavement edge drop-off is a vertical elevation difference between two 
adjacent roadway surfaces. Edge drop-offs are potential safety hazards because 
signiﬁcant vertical differences between surfaces can reduce vehicle stability and 
impede a driver’s ability to handle a vehicle. Drop-offs can occur between (a) a 
paved travel way and a paved shoulder, (b) a paved travel way and an unpaved 
shoulder, (c) between two paved travel lanes, or (d) between a paved shoulder 
and an adjacent surface (Ivey et al. 1984). 
Drop-off between two paved surfaces typically results from either resur-
facing or settling between the pavement surfaces. Drop-off between a paved 
travel lane and unpaved shoulder can result when the maintenance of unpaved 
shoulders is untimely or when roadways are resurfaced without providing a proper 
transition to the shoulder, resulting in a vertical elevation difference (AASHTO 
1997). Excessive wear and erosion can also result in the migration of shoulder 
material away from the pavement edge. Different causes of drop-off between 
a paved roadway and an unpaved shoulder, which are the focus of this report, 
are illustrated in Figure 1-1.
1.1. Safety Impacts
A vehicle may leave its travel lane for a number of reasons, such as driver 
error or distraction, poor surface conditions, or avoidance of a collision with an-
other vehicle in the travel lane. When a vehicle leaves the travel lane, pavement 
edge drop-off poses a potential safety problem. When a vehicle leaves the travel 
lane and the right wheels drop off the edge of the roadway, the driver may be 
surprised by the abrupt change in elevation and attempt to return to the travel 
lane (Ivey et al. 1984). A typical pavement edge drop-off-related crash occurs 
when the driver attempts an immediate return to the roadway and tire scrubbing 
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occurs. Scrubbing is a condition in which the tire sidewall is forced into the pave-
ment edge, resulting in friction between the tire and pavement. Some drivers 
compensate for scrubbing by increasing the steering angle. When the right front 
tire ﬁnally remounts the pavement, a sudden loss in friction between the tire 
and the surface of the pavement edge occurs. The vehicle then yaws to the left, 
pivoting around the right rear tire. When that tire is dragged back into the travel 
lane, the left turning movement and yaw continue, and the driver may enter the 
adjacent lane (Ivey et al. 1988).  It should be noted that on a divided roadway 
a vehicle may leave the travel lane to the left as well.
The actual outcome of a vehicle dropping off the pavement edge depends 
on the driver’s steering and braking response, steer angle, vehicle size, vehicle 
speed, severity of the vehicle’s departure and return angles, and the magnitude 
and geometry of the drop-off. For the interested reader, Ivey and Sicking (1986) 
and Ivey et al. (1988) provide a discussion of the effect of pavement edge drop-
off on vehicle handling and stability. The shoulder cross-section and condition 
may also affect a driver’s ability to recover from drop-off. For instance, steep 
shoulders may affect the driver’s ability to control the vehicle. 
In addition to the typical pavement edge drop-off-related crash, which 
entails running off the road to the right, over-correction, and then crossing the 
centerline, Glennon and Hill (2004) suggest that several other outcomes are 
possible when a driver leaves the roadway and encounters drop-off. Outcomes 
are shown in Figure 1-2. 
The ﬁrst ﬁve outcomes result when a driver leaves the roadway and 
traverses a drop-off under a low to moderate departure angle. The driver may 
slow to an appropriate speed while traveling parallel to the travel lane and then 
safely return to the road (Outcome 1). If the driver returns to the roadway at a 
shallow return angle, the tires tend to scrub. When this happens, the vehicle 
may rebound out of control, possibly resulting in a collision or rollover without 
returning to the travel lane (Outcome 2). If the driver reenters the travel lane, he 
or she may either return safely (Outcome 3) or, if the driver steers too severely, 
the vehicle may cross into an adjacent lane or encroach on the far side of the 
roadway (Outcomes 4 and 5). Either situation may result in rollover or collision. 
If the driver reenters the lane at a moderate return angle, he or she may return 
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Figure 1-2. Possible outcomes when a vehicle encounters    
 pavement edge drop-off

































































safely to the travel lane without tire scrubbing (Outcome 3). If the driver steers 
too severely, however, the vehicle may either cross into adjacent travel lanes, or 
the far side of the roadway, or may skid out of control, which may again result in 
a collision or rollover (Outcomes 4 and 5). If the driver steers back onto the travel 
surface at a high return angle, the vehicle is also likely to skid on the shoulder 
with the potential for collision or rollover (Outcome 6). The last outcome is that 
the vehicle leaves the roadway at a high departure angle so that recovery is 
unlikely. As the vehicle encroaches on the roadside, collision or rollover may 
result (Outcome 7) (Glennon and Hill 2004).
It should be noted, however, that several of these outcomes can occur 
even without pavement edge drop-off, and therefore, cannot automatically be 
attributed to edge drop-off. Outcome 7, for instance, describes a typical run-off- 
road accident. A driver leaving a travel lane with narrow shoulders at a high speed 
and a high departure angle is unlikely to recover, regardless of whether drop-off 
exists or not. Even though Glennon and Hill (2004) developed the outcomes 
presumably based on their experience with pavement edge drop-off-related 
crashes, they were not based on a scientiﬁc study of crashes that resulted in 
categorizing crashes into speciﬁc outcomes. 
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The actual frequency of pavement edge drop-off-related crashes has 
not been well quantiﬁed. Determining the exact number of edge drop-off-re-
lated crashes that occur is difﬁcult, since most states and other agencies that 
require crash information to be collected do not train police ofﬁcers to check for 
or record the presence of drop-off when they complete accident reports. As a 
result, demonstrating a relationship between edge drop-off and crash frequency 
or severity is difﬁcult.
A study by Dixon et al. (2005) indicated some relationship between fatal 
crashes and pavement edge drop-off. The authors evaluated fatal crashes for the 
state of Georgia in 1997. A total of 150 fatal crashes occurring on rural two-lane 
state and non-state-system roads were randomly selected. The authors visited 
crash locations and recorded roadway characteristics. Although they were not 
initially looking for drop-off, it was noted at a number of locations investigated. 
The researchers estimated that in 38 of the 69 non-state-system fatal crashes 
(55%), edge rutting or edge drop-off was present. They determined in 21 of the 
38 sites where drop-off was present, drop-off appeared to be one of the crash 
causal factors. The study, however, did not elaborate on how drop-off was 
determined to be a factor in the crash and also indicated that the drop-off pres-
ent at the locations evaluated ranged from 2.5–5 in (Georgia Tech 2004). The 
researchers also felt that edge drop-off was more likely to have been present 
when they investigated crashes on non-state-system roads than on state-system 
roads. Beyond this study, however, little other information was available that 
quantiﬁed the frequency of pavement edge drop-off crashes.
1.2. Drop-off Magnitude and Geometry
A driver’s ability to recover safely when encountering edge drop-off 
depends on numerous factors, including the magnitude and geometry of the 
drop-off, driver ability, vehicle characteristics, and vehicle speed (TRB 1987). 
The United States Department of Transportation (DOT) suggests that a drop-
off with a vertical differential of 3 in or more is considered unsafe (USDOT 
2004). The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Ofﬁcials 
(AASHTO 1996) suggests that no vertical differential greater than 2 in occur 
between lanes. 
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Numerous studies have been conducted to determine the relationship 
between drop-off and a driver’s ability to recover. Several have used test drivers 
in ﬁeld situations, and others employed theoretical methods to evaluate the likeli-
hood that a vehicle encroaching onto the shoulder can traverse edge drop-offs 
of different heights and shapes at different speeds and recover safely. 
Klein et al. (1977) conducted both ﬁeld and simulation tests to evaluate 
driver ability to recover from drop-off. Vehicles were tested on a closed-loop 
course using 22 non-professional drivers in the ﬁeld test. The drivers were 
aware of the nature of the test, so the element of surprise was not a factor. A 
4.5-in drop-off with a vertical face was tested using 3 different passenger cars 
at constant speeds of 44, 30, and 32 mph. A total of 73 runs were conducted. 
Scrubbing did not occur in 34 of the trials, and drivers were able to recover within 
their 12-ft lane after they returned to the roadway. Scrubbing occurred in 39 of 
the test runs, and in 22 of those runs, the driver exceeded the lane boundary 
while returning to the travel lane. The researchers found the likelihood that the 
lane boundary would be exceeded when scrubbing occurred was strongly related 
to vehicle speed. They also indicated each vehicle had a unique speed when 
this occurred. They empirically determined the maximum drop-off height that 
can be climbed in scrubbing is 5 in. They also developed a set of curves that 
describe the relationship between edge drop-off heights, the speed necessary 
to remount the pavement, and vehicle return angle.
Stoughton et al. (1979) evaluated the effect of pavement edge drop-off 
on vehicle stability, using professional drivers in small-, medium-, and large-
sized automobiles and pick-up trucks. The authors tested 1.5-, 3.5-, and 4.5-in 
drop-offs at 60 mph. Drivers were able to recover safely within their 12-ft lane 
under all situations. The authors noted “a signiﬁcant jolt and accompanying 
noise associated with driving off and mounting [the 3.5- and 4.5-in drop-offs].” 
Limitations to the study are that edge shape was not indicated, no element of 
surprise was present, and no indication of whether scrubbing had occurred was 
present. Additionally, the ability of professional drivers to negotiate drop-off suc-
cessfully, as described in this study, does not necessarily represent the ability 
of ordinary, non-professional drivers to do the same. 
Zimmer and Ivey (1982) also conducted a study that evaluated drop-off 
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depths of 1.5, 3.0, and 4.5 in from an asphalt pavement to a soil shoulder. Three 
edge shapes were evaluated, including a vertical edge, a fully rounded edge, 
and a 45° wedge at 35, 45, and 55 mph using four test vehicles. A professional 
driver, semi-professional driver, and a male and female non-professional driver 
were used. Only the professional driver completed the entire series of tests. 
Both scrubbing and non-scrubbing conditions were evaluated. When scrub-
bing occurred, vehicle speed and edge drop-off height affected recovery. The 
researchers found pronounced differences in the drivers’ ability to recover with 
different shapes of edge drop-off. They also found the 45° wedge was always 
safer than the vertical edge, and was also safer than the rounded edge in a 
3.0- or 4.5-in drop-off. 
Graham and Glennon (1984) evaluated drop-off height for construction 
zones. They reviewed existing studies, conducted simulation tests, and devel-
oped relationships between different characteristics, such as speed and reentry 
approach angles for vertical edge drop-offs with no rounding or tapering. The 
authors developed windows of safety that demonstrated the range of conditions 
under which a vehicle could safely recover without encroaching into an adjacent 
lane. The drop-off heights where trafﬁc control is suggested for a 5° window 
of safety are shown in Table 1-1. The window of safety is the range of vehicle 
speed and reentry approach degrees that will allow a vehicle safely to remount 
a drop-off and recover without encroachment on adjacent lanes. 
Table 1-1. Relationship between drop-off height, lane width, and   
 speed to maintain a ﬁve-degree window of safety
Speed 
(mph)
Drop-off height (in) warranting trafﬁc 
control for various lane widths (ft) 
12 11 10 9
30 4 4 3 2
35 4 3 2 1
40 3 2 1 1
45 2 1 1 1
≥ 50 1 1 1 1
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As shown, a 4-in vertical drop-off can only be negotiated safely up to 
30–35 mph; after that speed, Graham and Glennon (1984) suggest using trafﬁc 
control. A 3-in vertical drop-off can only be safely negotiated from 30–40 mph. 
Only very low vertical drop-offs can be negotiated at higher speeds. The authors 
concluded that drop-offs greater than 4 in constitute a hazard and that trafﬁc 
exposure should be minimized using barriers. 
Ivey and Sicking (1986) further evaluated the relationship between drop-
off height and the driver’s ability to recover, using simulation and analytical 
relationships to determine the steer angle necessary to remount a drop-off with 
different heights and edge shapes at 50 mph. Their results reinforced earlier 
ﬁndings that edge shape inﬂuences the driver’s ability to recover. A 4-in verti-
cal edge resulted in loss of vehicle control. As the edge shape became ﬂatter, 
less effect was noted. The authors evaluated a 2-in, 4-in, and 6-in drop-off with 
a 45° wedge and found that even with a drop-off depth of 6 in, recovery within 
the 12-ft lane was possible. 
Olson et al. (1986) evaluated a vertical drop-off and 45° wedge drop-off 
with hard and soft shoulder surfaces, different passenger vehicle sizes, and 
front- versus rear-wheel drive vehicles. Fifty non-professional drivers were used 
to complete 185 test runs. Speeds of 20, 30, and 40 mph were tested for a 4.5-in 
vertical face drop-off; 30, 40, and 50 mph for a 3-in vertical face drop-off; and 
various speeds up to 55 mph for a 3- and 4.5-in drop-off with a 45° beveled 
edge. Results indicated none of the non-professional drivers could negotiate a 
vertical drop-off of 4.5 in or deeper at any speed. They found that vehicle size 
was relevant and that vertical edge drop-offs around 3 in could be negotiated at 
speeds of 30 mph in large passenger cars. They believed, however, that smaller 
cars would need lower speeds to accomplish this. For the 45° beveled edge, 
drivers were always able to recover within their own lane with speeds up to 55 
mph. The authors also evaluated test runs on soft shoulders with a professional 
driver and concluded the height of the drop-off, not shoulder material, was the 
determining factor in being able to recover safely. 
More recently, Delaigue (2005) modeled vehicle recovery for different 
edge drop-off heights and slopes using computer-based simulation. This was 
the only study reviewed that investigated the impact of different edge wedge 
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angles. A vehicle’s ability to return to the roadway safely was evaluated using 
different drop-off heights, edge wedge angles, vehicle types, load conﬁgurations, 
and driver reaction times. A light-subcompact car, a midsize car, a pickup truck, 
and a tractor semi-trailer, were modeled. Delaigue simulated attempts to return 
to the travel lane after dropping the right front tire off the pavement edge. An 
attempt was considered unsuccessful if the vehicle failed to return to the pave-
ment, encroached into the adjacent lane upon returning, “spun out,” or ran off 
the road. Drop-off heights ranging from 4–12 in were simulated using different 
slope angles. An initial speed of 60 mph was used. 
Delaigue reported the slope of the wedge was critical for all vehicles, with 
a ﬂatter wedge always being safer than a steeper wedge for any given drop-off 
height. The tractor semi-trailer was the vehicle most sensitive to the drop-off, 
and the pickup truck was the least. The three passenger vehicles recovered 
from a drop-off of up to 5 in, provided a pavement wedge of 45º or ﬂatter was 
present; however, only a 30º edge wedge allowed all four vehicles to return to 
the travel lane successfully, as a 4-in drop-off with a 45º wedge presented too 
severe of a condition for the tractor semi-trailer.
Using the simulation results, Delaigue deﬁned the “design requirement” 
shown in the following equation:
 D =  H     
                α3
Where
 D = safety design requirement
 H = edge drop-off height (inches)
 α = edge slope angle (radians)
(1-1)
Note that the slope angle α is the complement of the angle traditionally 
used to deﬁne the edge wedge (i.e., α = 60º for what is discussed elsewhere 
as a “30º wedge”). 
Delaigue determined the critical value of D for each of the four vehicles, 
and suggested that D-values should not exceed 3.5 in/rad3 for roads open to 
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all vehicle types. A 4-in drop-off requires a pavement wedge of 30° or ﬂatter in 
order for its associated D-value to remain below 3.5.
In summary, the metric used by all studies reviewed to indicate whether 
drop-off was problematic was the ability of test drivers or simulated vehicles to 
return to their original travel lane (usually a 12-ft lane) after dropping partially 
off the pavement. Differences between recovery when scrubbing did or did not 
occur were also considered. All the studies that evaluated scrubbing agreed 
that it presented a hazardous situation and affected a driver’s ability to recover. 
Scrubbing appears to be the most signiﬁcant safety concern for the conditions 
evaluated. Some studies also noted driver surprise as a potential concern when 
dropping off the pavement. Most studies agree the ability to negotiate a drop-off 
is related to vehicle speed, reentry angle, and vehicle size. 
A vertical pavement edge and a 45º edge wedge were the shapes most 
commonly evaluated. The vertical edge presents the most severe condition. 
Several studies agree that drop-offs with a vertical edge greater than 4 in 
could not be negotiated safely at any speed tested, and therefore, consti-
tuted a hazard. The study by Klein et al. (1977) indicated this point to be 5 in. 
Evaluating the relationships derived by Glennon (1985), Graham and Glennon 
(1984), and Olson et al. (1986) vary, but suggest that an edge drop-off with 
a vertical face of 3 in can only be negotiated safely up to 30 or 40 mph, with 
the speciﬁc speed depending on the study. The same relationships suggest a 
vertical drop-off of 2 in can only be negotiated up to 40 or 45 mph. A rounded 
shape appears to present a less severe condition, but was only evaluated by 
Zimmer and Ivey (1982) and Ivey and Sicking (1986). Ivey and Sicking (1986) 
indicated recovery was possible even at 6 in with the 45º wedge. Olson et 
al. (1986) found that drivers were able to recover within their own lane up to 
55 mph at 4.5 in with a 45º wedge. Delaigue (2005) was the only study to 
evaluate different slopes of edge wedges, and did so using computer-based 
simulation. Delaigue’s simulation suggested that a passenger vehicle would 
be able to recover from up to a 5.0-in drop-off at 60 mph with an edge wedge 
45° or ﬂatter, concurring reasonably well with Olson et al. (1986) and Zimmer 
and Ivey (1982). 
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1.3. Scope of Work
As discussed previously, numerous studies tested driver response to 
encountering drop-off under various conditions, including different speeds, ve-
hicle types, drop-off heights and shapes, and scrubbing versus non-scrubbing 
conditions. The studies evaluated test drivers’ ability to return to and recover 
within their own travel lane after leaving the roadway and encountering drop-off. 
The actual effect of encountering drop-off by naïve drivers, however, has not 
been evaluated, and consequently, driver surprise and the subsequent ability 
to react properly has not been studied. As a result, the types of responses and 
series of events occurring as drivers encounter drop-off under regular driving 
conditions are not fully understood. 
Additionally, the actual impact of pavement edge drop-off is not well un-
derstood, and little information is available that quantiﬁes the number or sever-
ity of crashes in which pavement edge drop-off may have been a contributing 
factor. One study, discussed in Section 1.1, evaluated fatal crashes in Georgia 
on rural two-lane non-state-system roadways and estimated drop-off may have 
contributed to 30% of the 69 fatal crashes evaluated. Few other studies exist, 
however, and without sufﬁcient information about the actual frequency of edge 
drop-off-related crashes, agencies are not able to measure fully the economic 
beneﬁts of investment decisions, evaluate the effectiveness of different treat-
ments to mitigate edge drop-off, or focus maintenance resources. With limited 
budgets and numerous competing demands for maintenance resources, agen-
cies may have limited interest in addressing problems where only speculative 
evidence exists. 
This study attempts to understand the extent to which pavement edge 
drop-off contributes to crash frequency and severity. Additionally, this study 
evaluates federal and state guidance in sampling and addressing pavement 
edge drop-off and quantiﬁes the extent of it in two states. 
 
This study generally focused on the safety impacts of pavement edge 
drop-off on rural two-lane paved roadways, which make up a signiﬁcant portion 
of a state’s roadway inventory. In Iowa, for instance, counties are responsible 
for approximately 89,900 mi (80%–90%) of rural paved and unpaved two-lane 
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roadways. Pavement edge drop-off can be particularly problematic on two-lane 
paved rural roadways, since they are often high-speed facilities (55 mph or 
more), have varying levels of maintenance, and are likely to be characterized 
by adverse roadway conditions such as narrow lanes or no shoulders.
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 Existing National Guidance
This section summarizes federal guidelines for addressing pavement 
edge drop-off. Several agencies at the national level provide guidance and 
recommendations related to pavement edge drop-off for highway design, 
construction, and maintenance. The following summarizes that guidance and 
those recommendations. No national standards exist relative to pavement edge 
drop-off; however, the FHWA has instituted an aggressive Safety Edge program, 
described in Section 2.6, to address edge drop-off. The program encourages 
agencies to use an asphalt ﬁllet along each side of the roadway in all resurfacing 
projects. Numerous studies list a threshold drop-off height at which point some 
action should be taken, but none discuss edge drop-off shape, nor do they agree 
on a speciﬁc level of drop-off that constitutes a potential hazard.
2.1. Transportation Research Board
The Inﬂuence of Roadway Surface Discontinuities on Safety by Ivey et 
al. (1984), published by the Transportation Research Board (TRB), summarized 
the results of numerous studies on the inﬂuence of pavement edge drop-off on 
vehicle safety. This work has been used as the basis for other federal guidance, 
including the Roadside Design Guide and the Manual on Uniform Trafﬁc Control 
Devices. Additional research on pavement edge drop-off was reported in TRB 
Special Report 214, Designing Safer Roads: Practices for Resurfacing, Restora-
tion, and Rehabilitation, much of which was summarized in Chapter 1. 
2.2. Roadside Design Guide, 2002 Edition
The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Ofﬁcials 
(AASHTO) produces The Roadside Design Guide (AASHTO 2002), which 
provides current information and operating practices on roadside safety. Chap-
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ter 9 of the guide, which discusses trafﬁc barriers, control devices, and other 
safety features for work zones, brieﬂy discusses drop-off. Speciﬁcally, the guide 
states, “Desirably, no vertical drop-off greater than 50 mm (approximately 2 in) 
should occur.” It further states that pavement edge drop-off greater than 75 mm 
(approximately 3 in) should not be left overnight. In such cases, measures to 
mitigate the hazard should be taken, including:
Placing a temporary wedge of material along the face of the drop-off
Placing channelizing devices along the trafﬁc side of the drop-off to 
maintain a 3-ft (1-m) buffer
Installing portable barriers to create a buffer
Placing steel plates over trenches or excavations (AASHTO 2002, pp. 
9–42)
The basis of the 75 mm value for a maximum allowable drop-off stems 
from the Ivey et al. (1984) report pertaining to vehicle tests involving safe re-
covery from edge drop-offs of various heights. 
2.3. Manual on Uniform Trafﬁc Control Devices
The Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) defines 
nationwide standards for installing and maintaining trafﬁc control devices on 
streets and highways. Guidance speciﬁc to pavement edge drop-offs is found 
in Chapter 2C, “Warning Signs,” and Chapter 6F, “Temporary Trafﬁc Control 
Zone Devices.” The guidance that the manual provides pertains to the signage 
required where drop-offs exist, either short-term (during construction) or as an 
existing condition. 
Chapter 2C of the MUTCD provides warning signs used to call at-
tention to unexpected conditions on or adjacent to a highway or street. For 
shoulder locations where an elevational difference of less than 3 in between 







Figure 2-1. MUTCD warning signs for edge drop-off
Warning W8-9 Warning W8-9a Work Zone W8-9 Work Zone W8-9a
Use of this sign is stated as an option, which indicates it is a permissive 
condition and carries no requirement or recommendation. When an elevational 
difference between an unprotected shoulder drop-off adjacent to the travel lanes 
exceeds 3 in, this sign type should be used when the drop-off continues for a 
signiﬁcant length, based on engineering judgment. This is stated as guidance, 
indicating a recommended practice in typical situations with deviations allowed if 
engineering judgment or studies indicate that deviations are appropriate. Chap-
ter 6 of the MUTCD gives details about temporary trafﬁc control in work zones, 
providing for the reasonably safe and efﬁcient movement of road users through 
or around such zones while protecting workers, responders to trafﬁc incidents, 
and equipment. Signage discussed in Section 6F.42, “Shoulder Signs,” pertains 
to drop-off conditions in work zones. The options that the manual provides are 
identical to those for shoulder conditions existing outside of work zones. Where 
drop-offs are less than 3 in, sign type W8-9 in Figure 2-1 may be used as an 
option. When drop-offs are greater than 3 in for a continuous length of roadway, 
the MUTCD states that this sign type should be used, based on engineering 
judgment, and this is stated as guidance (AASHTO 2004).
2.4. AASHTO Green Book
While A Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (AASHTO 
2001), commonly known as AASHTO’s Green Book, does not provide guidance 
on a maximum allowable drop-off height, it stresses that regular maintenance 
is necessary to provide a shoulder that is ﬂush with the pavement surface. The 
Green Book states, “Unstabilized shoulders generally undergo consolidation 
with time, and the elevation of the shoulder at the traveled way edge tends to 
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become lower than the traveled way” (AASHTO 2001). The statement continues 
by informing the reader that such a drop-off adversely affects driver control when 
driving onto the shoulder at any appreciable speed. 
2.5. National Cooperative Highway Research Program
Report 223, “Maintenance Levels-of-Service Guidelines” (1980) from 
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP), provides a 
procedure that allows for different levels of service to be established for various 
maintenance conditions, road classiﬁcations, and local values (Kulkarni et al. 
1980). The purpose of the procedure was to optimize the expenditure of main-
tenance resources for all elements of the highway, such as pavement surface, 
shoulder, vegetation, signs, structure, and drainage ditches. The procedure was 
demonstrated in two states, Pennsylvania and Louisiana, for pavement edge 
drop-offs. Results for each state indicated that repairing edge drop-offs was 
optimal when they reached 1 in in height based on budgetary, rehabilitation, 
and safety inputs and concerns. 
NCHRP Report 500, Volume 6, A Guide for Addressing Run-Off-Road 
Collisions, provides a general description about speciﬁc types of highway 
crashes, such as run-off-road and head-on, or contributing factors, such as ag-
gressive driving, the strategies/countermeasures to address these problems, 
and a model implementation process to correct them (NCHRP 2003). Eliminating 
shoulder drop-off conditions is one of the short-term strategies cited to eradicate 
vehicle encroachment on roadsides. 
One objective focuses on shoulder treatments that provide for a safe 
recovery, including shoulder widening, paving, and reducing edge drop-offs 
(NCHRP 2003). While no speciﬁc guidance is provided with regard to accept-
able drop-off heights, shoulder treatment strategies are provided. The strategy 
recommended for drop-offs is the addition of a 45º beveled wedge during pav-
ing operations. The report indicates that wedges and other edge drop-off treat-
ments have not been evaluated extensively; however, such treatments would 
not present signiﬁcant difﬁculties to drivers unless using them resulted in less 
maintenance of unpaved shoulders (NCHRP 2003). 
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2.6. Federal Highway Administration
“Standard Speciﬁcations for Construction of Roads and Bridges on Fed-
eral Highway Projects” from the FHWA (1985) offers guidance on edge drop-off 
conditions that may exist in work zones for federal highway projects. According to 
the document, where shoulder drop-offs exceed 1.97 in, “Low Shoulder” warning 
signs should be placed during construction. For shoulder drop-offs in excess of 
3.94 in, a 1:3 ﬁllet with “Low Shoulder” warning signs should be provided. 
The FHWA, in cooperation with the Georgia DOT, is currently working 
on a demonstration project of the Safety Edge, which is an asphalt ﬁllet that 
provides a tapered transition from the edge of the paved roadway surface to 
the unpaved shoulder, as illustrated in Figure 2-2. 





For a 30˚ Safety Edge,    = 30˚ 
The demonstration project focuses on gaining experience in construct-
ing the Safety Edge with various types of equipment under various construction 
conditions (FHWA 2004). For this project, the Georgia DOT constructed a 30° 
Safety Edge along a 13.3-mi segment of a rural 2-lane undivided highway. 
Wagner and Kim (2005) analyzed the Safety Edge’s construction using 
two different devices, one proprietary and another fabricated by the Georgia 
DOT. They reported that both devices were able to create the desired pave-
ment edge “with no impact to production and at less than one percent additional 
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material costs,” and concluded that the Safety Edge “shows promise as a low 
cost means to mitigate shoulder dropoff” (Wagner and Kim 2005). This study did 
not include analysis of impacts on crashes; however, many studies cited herein 
suggest using such a pavement wedge should be beneﬁcial.
2.7. American Public Works Association
Although pavement edge drop-off does not commonly occur in munici-
pal areas, the American Public Works Association (APWA), whose members 
are mostly municipalities, acknowledges the topic of edge drop-off. The 1985 
Street & Highway Maintenance Manual states that shoulders “should be level 
with the pavement edge, free of ruts, and sufﬁciently stable” (APWA 1985). Such 
guidance addresses the condition of shoulders from a pavement maintenance 
perspective; no mention is made of safety issues arising from drop-offs, nor are 
recommendations made for the maximum allowable drop-off height. The guid-
ance provided, however, would suggest that, while pavement maintenance is 
the concern being addressed, the recommended treatment also addresses the 
safety concerns arising from edge drop-offs.
2.8. Institute of Transportation Engineers
As part of its Trafﬁc Control Devices Handbook, 2001, the Institute of 
Transportation Engineers (ITE) discusses shoulder drop-off conditions from a 
work zone perspective. While the handbook does not provide a speciﬁc height for 
acceptable drop-off conditions, it cites the ﬁve safety drop-off condition deﬁnitions 
based on Zimmer and Ivey’s work. The handbook notes these deﬁnitions only 
apply to standard automobiles; the safety impacts of drop-offs on other vehicle 
types, such as trucks and motorcycles, will vary (Rhodes 2001).
2.9. AAA Foundation for Trafﬁc Safety
The Elimination of Hazards Associated with Pavement Edge Drop-offs 
During Roadway Resurfacing, an AAA Foundation for Trafﬁc Safety (AAAFTS) 
study, sought to determine the extent of drop-offs and recommend changes in 
contract scope or performance to eliminate drop-offs during resurfacing projects 
(Humphreys and Parham 1994). The study recommended that shoulder work 
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be included in resurfacing contracts. When it is not, the authors recommended, 
as a minimum, one or more of the following: (1) Shoulder materials should be 
pulled up to the new surface as a non-pay item; (2) Appropriate signage should 
remain installed to inform the traveling public about low shoulders; or (3) A 45° 
wedge of asphalt should be installed during resurfacing. 
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 State and Provincial     
 Practice and Guidelines for   
 Collection, Prevention, and    
 Maintenance of Edge Drop-off
This chapter summarizes state practices and guidelines for addressing 
edge drop-off. Numerous states and provinces were contacted to determine the 
state of the practice and summarize guidelines for preventing and mitigating 
edge drop-off during design, construction, and maintenance. This information 
is provided so that agencies can compare their practices with other agencies, 
or adopt or update guidelines and practices.
Questions were developed to determine state and provincial practices 
in edge drop-off data collection, prevention, and maintenance. The primary 
goal of this sampling was to obtain a representative cross-section of agen-
cies throughout the United States and Canadian provinces. Information was 
gathered from numerous states and provinces by telephone interviews, email, 
and reviews of published documents, such as design or construction manuals. 
A list of the information sought from each agency is presented in Appendix A. 
Responses were obtained from 14 states and 2 Canadian provinces, three of 
which asked not to be identiﬁed by name for liability reasons and are labeled 
as States X, Y, and Z. States surveyed were grouped into seven geographical 
regions, as shown in Figure 3-1. The following list shows the number of states 
surveyed from each region: 
Northeast: 2   






















A summary of state and provincial practices is provided in the following 
sections. When a particular piece of information was not available for a state, 
that state was omitted from the corresponding table.
3.1. Design Guidelines
State and provincial practice guidelines for preventing edge drop-off 
during the design phase were divided into three areas. First was the policy for 
designing shoulders on new roads and, more speciﬁcally, whether paved shoul-
ders were incorporated into new projects. Second, was the design standards for 
pavement and shoulder widths and types. The third area sought to determine 
whether design guidance exists for addressing edge drop-off.
Table 3-1 presents the results for the agencies surveyed with regard to 
design practices.
As shown, design guidelines for shoulder type vary by agency. State 
and provincial design guidelines typically vary by roadway facility. Higher use 
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Table 3-1. State and provincial guidelines for design considerations
State Shoulder design policy on new roads 
Design standards for 
pavement and shoulder 
type and width
Design guidance for 
drop-offs 
IA Paved shoulders should be 
included in projects on all NHS 
and non-NHS highways with a 
current year ADT of 3,000 or 
more
Lane width: depends on 
project (11–12 ft);
Shoulders: 4 ft, unless a deci-
sion is made not to include 
paved shoulders on a non-
NHS route; 2-ft pavement 
widening likely
None
MO Depends on pavement type and 
ADT: Use earth where minimal 
use of shoulder expected; use 
aggregate or pave in other areas
Lane width: 12 ft;
Shoulder width varies 
None
TX Shoulder surfacing not required 
but desirable, even if only partial-
width; type depends on function-
al class, design speed, and ADT
Lane width: 10–12 ft;
Shoulder width: 2–10 ft;
Both vary by functional class, 
design speeds, and ADT
Treatment during 
construction depends on 
drop-off type and depth 
WA Shoulders of highways with high 
or intermediate pavement types 
should be paved; type varies
Lane width: 11–12 ft;
Shoulder width: 2–8 ft
None
OH Shoulder type based on 
functional classiﬁcation and 
trafﬁc or locale
Pavement and shoulder type 
vary based on volume and 
ﬂeet mix;
Shoulder width: 4–10 ft
None
TN Varies by design speed and ADT;
when shoulders 4 ft or less, 
designer determines whether 
stone and double bituminous 
surface treatment or paved 
Lane and shoulder width vary 
by design speed and ADT;
Shoulder width: 4–10 ft
During construction:
0–2 in; warning signs 
2–18 in: separation by 
drums, barricades, 
approved devices;
18+ in: separation by 
barrier rail
ID Varies by project Lane width: 9–12 ft;
Shoulder width: 2– 6 ft;
Both vary based on volume, 
speed, and % trucks
Requires shoe on the 
paver edge for tapered 
edge on asphalt 
pavements
RI Try to provide paved shoulders 
on all projects
Follow Green Book standards Design for positive drain-
age to prevent erosion
AL Paved shoulders based on trafﬁc 
and route type as well as funding
Follow Green Book standards 1/2-in drop-off
acceptable 
ND Projects designed/constructed 
according to AASHTO standards 
Lane width: 11–12 ft;




Varies by project Lane width: 11.8–12 ft; 
Shoulder width: 1.6–9.8 ft;
Both vary by volume and 
design speed
None
State X Paved shoulders on new 
facilities
Lane width: 12 ft;
Shoulder: 5–7.8 ft, 
depending on class
None
State Y Non-freeway shoulders fully or 
partially paved
Lane width: 11–12 ft; 
Shoulder width: 4–7.8 ft; 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































roadways have higher design standards. Several agencies encourage paved 
shoulders on all new facilities. In many cases, the shoulder material used de-
pended on the project being undertaken. With regard to the width and type of 
pavements used on the facility being designed, agency practices were similar. 
Pavement widths were found to be essentially uniform (11–12 ft), while shoulder 
types and widths varied among states. In general, shoulder types depended on 
project-speciﬁc details in many cases, while guidelines for shoulder widths varied 
from 2–10 ft, with most guidance for shoulder widths falling into the middle of 
that range. States provided little to no additional design guidance with regard 
to edge drop-off. The guidance provided was speciﬁc to the drop-off that might 
occur during construction activities. This lack of guidance is to be expected, 
however, because shoulders are speciﬁed to be ﬂush with the pavement surface 
in the design stage.
3.2. Construction Guidelines 
State and province construction guidelines were also summarized for this 
section. Only guidelines for construction are provided; guidelines for resurfac-
ing and reconstruction are presented in the section on maintenance guidelines. 
Information obtained from states and provinces was concerned primarily with 
the guidance regarding edge drop-off during actual construction. This included 
information about the ways edge drop-off is both prevented and managed in 
terms of signage.
Table 3-2 presents the results of the agencies surveyed with regard to 
construction guidance.
Agencies’ speciﬁcations varied with regard to the threshold at which 
drop-off is considered to be a problem during construction. In one case, drop-
off of 3/4 of an in or greater required signage, while another case speciﬁed 
that a maximum of 3 in of drop-off was acceptable before any signage or treat-
ments were warranted. In terms of addressing drop-off itself, agency practices 
tended to be similar. Methods to address drop-off caused by construction in-
cluded signage, barricades, and in some cases, positive separation (concrete 
barricades along the length of the drop-off). Additional guidance provided for 
drop-off beyond signage or barricade speciﬁcations was not available in most 
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cases. In terms of avoiding drop-offs in construction areas, it was generally ac-
cepted that drop-offs are bound to exist in work zones; the most effective way 
to avoid drop-offs was to provide signage, barricades, and similar devices to 
warn the traveling public. 
3.3. Maintenance Guidelines and Practices
Edge drop-off on existing roadways can occur when erosion from wind, 
water, vehicle tires, etc., wears away shoulder material or when a roadway is 
resurfaced and timely shoulder maintenance does not occur. States and prov-
inces were asked whether they routinely sample edge drop-off, what thresholds 










IA Yes Straightedge  
and ruler
1.5 Not speciﬁed 
MO Yes Level and  
ruler
2 Not speciﬁed
GA Yes Level and tape 
measure
2 Not speciﬁed
TX Yes Level and tape 
measure
3 50 linear feet 
WA Yes Level and tape 
measure
2 Not speciﬁed
OH Yes Level and tape 
measure
2 15 linear feet 
TN Yes Level and ruler 2 Not speciﬁed
ID No Visually estimated 1.5 Not speciﬁed
RI Yes Level and ruler 2 Not speciﬁed
ND No Not measured 2 Not speciﬁed
B.C., Canada No Not measured 2 Not speciﬁed
State X Yes Straightedge  
and ruler
2 Not speciﬁed
State Y Yes Level and  
ruler
3 Not speciﬁed




exist for when edge drop-off is considered a problem, how soon maintenance 
is scheduled when a problem is noted, and what practices exist for shoulder 
maintenance after resurfacing.
Table 3-3 not only presents state and provincial practices for sampling 
and measuring edge drop-off, but also threshold levels for when edge drop-off 
is considered unacceptable, in terms of height and length.
The majority of states and provinces surveyed sample edge drop-offs 
with some regularity. All agencies used a technique involving a straightedge or 
level placed on the pavement, with the depth of the drop-off measured using a 
ruler or tape measure. The depth of drop-off considered allowable varied among 
the agencies contacted, ranging from 1.5–3 in. Additionally, the horizontal length 
of drop-off considered allowable ranged from no speciﬁed length, in which the 
agencies stated that any length was unacceptable, to 50 linear feet.
Table 3-4 presents the state and provincial practices regarding sampling.
Sampling entails collecting speciﬁc maintenance-related information, 
such as drop-off, pavement marking condition, etc., typically at points within 
a randomly selected sampling segment of varying length, such as 0.1 to 1 mi. 
This sampled information is used for various internal and external applications, 
including performance measures and budgeting. Most agencies contacted had 
either a sampling program already in place or were about to implement one. Some 
states without a sampling program had other databases in which information, 
including pavement edge drop-off, was tracked. The strategy by which samples 
were collected varied among agencies. Some collected short segments, such 
as 0.1 mi, while others collected long segments, such as 1 mi. In all cases, the 
sampled segments were selected at random. Collecting drop-off height was 
not always gathered as part of these samples, as Table 3-6 shows. The public 
availability of the data collected from sampling processes varied from being 
unavailable (internal use only) to being available if requested.
Table 3-5 presents state and provincial practices with regard to the timeli-










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3-6. Additional state and provincial guidelines for edge drop-off  
 maintenance
State Guidance for addressing drop-off during resurfacing 
Guidelines for max. 
shoulder slope
Trafﬁc control reqs.
for locations with 
existing drop-off?
IA Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up; 
Maintenance wants projects to have 
≥2 ft paved shoulder included, or 
asphalt or rock ﬁlled
4% to 8% on granular 
shoulders; 6% to 12% 
on earthen shoulders
None
MO Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up;
On low volume roads with 1-in 
overlays, maintenance pulls 
shoulders up 
Maintain as-built Signage if operation 
left overnight
GA Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up
4:1 slope or ﬂatter None
TX Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up
No speciﬁc guidelines; 
depends on location
None
WA Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up
No speciﬁc guidelines; 
depends on location
Depends on location 
OH Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up
Depends on location; 
maintained as-is
Follow Ohio MUTCD 
and ODOT Trafﬁc 
Engineering Manual
TN Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up; 
Most resurfacing lifts are less than 
2 in and do not create a drop-off 
problem
0.02 ft/ft, but can vary 
based on location
Place signs if 
drop-off cannot be 
addressed 
immediately
ID Contract speciﬁes the allowable level 
of drop-off, and contractor is required 
to bring the shoulders back up
Depends on location; 
maintained as-is
Cones or hazard 
markers placed if 
drop-off is not ﬁxed in 
the short term
RI Contractors must add taper to pave-
ment edges if drop-off remains 
overnight; taper removed next day; 
≥ 2 in protected with hard barrier
Depends on location; 
3:1, 4:1, or 5:1 
preferred
Signs or boards 
placed if drop-off 
cannot be ﬁxed in a 
reasonable time
ND Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up
6% cross-slope None speciﬁed
B.C.
Canada
Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up
4% cross-slope Only in construction 
and maint. opera-
tions (low shoulder)
State X Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up
Maintain as-built None
State Y Contractor responsible for bringing 
shoulders up;
Maintenance brings shoulders up for 
projects conducted by the state
Maintain as-built Low shoulder signs 
placed after 
reconstruction
State Z Contractors mainly bring up shoul-
ders, but maintenance performs task 
in some cases; shoulder is pulled 
back within 24–48 hours
1 in per foot, unless 
design varies
None, unless paving 




As shown, the responses obtained from each agency varied consider-
ably. In terms of guidance given with regard to drop-off, the most common 
response was that maintenance is performed as soon as possible when a loca-
tion with drop-off is observed. In terms of preventing the recurrence of drop-off, 
responses again varied. Routine maintenance was a common reply; however, 
other attempts to reduce drop-off included moving to paved shoulders, control-
ling roadside vegetation, maintaining shoulder slopes, and applying an asphalt 
binder to granular material. Agencies were also asked whether they had tried 
any innovative solutions to eliminate edge drop-off. Using the FHWA’s Safety 
Edge was the most common response given, although two agencies were also 
considering narrowing existing lanes by restriping the edgeline to provide some 
paved shoulder.
Table 3-6 presents guidance for addressing edge drop-offs during resurfacing.
In terms of maintenance practices for resurfacing projects, nearly all 
agencies contacted stated it was the contractor’s responsibility to restore the 
shoulders upon completing the project. In only a limited number of cases were the 
agency’s maintenance forces responsible for restoring the shoulder. Beyond this 
requirement, additional guidance varied among agencies, with some specifying 
the maximum duration to which the drop-off could remain after reconstruction, 
some requiring signage, and some providing temporary protection. In terms of 
shoulder slope maintenance, the most common response received was that 
shoulders were maintained as designed or built, and the slope was maintained 
depending on location. Trafﬁc control requirements for locations with existing or 
recurring drop-off ranged from none to temporary (if a maintenance operation 
creating drop-off was to remain overnight). In no case did a contacted agency 
place signage, such as “Low Shoulder,” in locations that had been historically 
prone to drop-off. 
3.4. Reconstruction Guidelines and Practices
Determining state and provincial guidelines for the “3Rs,” reconstruction 
and resurfacing, restoration, and rehabilitation, focused on two aspects. The ﬁrst 
determined the guidance concerning drop-off during reconstruction activities. The 
second determined 3R practices for upgrading shoulders during overlay projects.
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Table 3-7. State and provincial reconstruction guidelines and practices
State Guidance for addressing pavement edge drop-off during reconstruction
What are the 3R practices with 
regard to shoulders?
IA Depends on project Project must consider what 
improvements are feasible
MO Depends on project Recent projects have 14 ft wide 
lanes
GA 2–4 ft paved strip for shoulder to pre-
vent rutting (for the last 5–6 years); now 
on all state routes
None beyond 2–4 ft paved strip
TX For collectors, shoulders fully surfaced 
for 1,500 or more ADT; shoulder 
surfacing not required but desirable, 
even if partial width for collectors with 
lower volumes and all local roads
AASHTO design standards apply to 
3R projects
WA 2.4 in: may remain exposed with 
appropriate warning signs; 
6 in to 2 ft: protected with warning signs 
and a material wedge, 
channelizing devices, or barriers; 
> 6 in tare protected by warning signs 
and a material wedge or barriers
Some safety improvements normally 
included in 3R projects: upgrade of 
existing substandard road design 
elements
OH Paved shoulders installed for some 
state projects using federal funds
Unless funding available, typically 
no changes made to cross-section
TN Paved shoulders are mandatory Shoulders upgraded on all projects
AL Depends on ADT of roadway Depends on ADT of roadway
ND Paved shoulders installed for some 
state projects using federal funds
Unless funding available, typically 
no changes made to cross-section
State X Unpaved driveways, public road 
intersections, and private road 
intersections paved to prevent edge 
drops from developing; areas to be 
selectively paved evaluated on a 
location-by-location basis
Consideration should be given to 
adding shoulder backing or 
reconstructing the embankment on 
overlay projects because edge 
drops often develop over time 
 State Y Non-freeway shoulders fully or partially 
paved
The full design shoulder width 
should be paved unless facility is a 
historic parkway, in which case at 
least 1.2 m of the shoulder should 
be paved
State Z Depends on project Drop-off eliminated or mitigated with 
one or more of the following:   
Paving full top width between shoul-
der breaks; paving shoulders at 
points where vehicle encroachments 
are likely (inside of hor. curves); 
constructing beveled or tapered
pave. edge; reconstructing shoulders
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Table 3-7 presents an overview of these questions.
As shown, the practices for addressing drop-off occurring in reconstruction 
work zones mirror the recommendations for construction-related drop-offs. This 
is not surprising, as both activities create similar drop-off conditions. Preliminary 
evidence suggests that upgrading shoulders as part of 3R projects from aggre-
gate to paved surfaces is considered on a project-to-project basis. 
On a related note, a county engineer in one of the states surveyed 
commented, outside the survey, that his county typically does not add paved 
shoulders to roads during resurfacing projects. As a reason for this, he cited 
environmental regulations that would require adding retention ponds to mitigate 
storm water runoff if more than a prescribed amount of pavement is added. This 
additional work increases the time and cost for completing the project.
3.5. Additional Safety Practices
States and provinces were also asked whether they had conducted safety 
studies to evaluate the impact or magnitude of edge drop-off. Four questions 
regarding safety were posed, and the responses are presented in Table 3-8.
The ﬁrst question asked whether any information was available on the 
impact of edge drop-off on the severity or frequency of crashes in that state 
or province. Most agencies contacted said no such information was available. 
Ohio examines run-off-road crashes to determine whether edge drop-off plays 
a part, but did not have information to quantify this. The second question asked 
whether any analyses of drop-off-related crashes had been performed. Again, 
most responses obtained indicated no such analyses had been performed, 
though Ohio, again, has attempted to examine run-off-road crashes to ascertain 
whether drop-off was a cause. 
The third question asked whether impacts of resurfacing had been ana-
lyzed. This question received more varied responses than the previous ques-
tions, as some agencies had analyzed the impacts of resurfacing on crashes, 
while others had not. The ﬁnal question asked about the level of priority given to 
reducing drop-off crashes. Answers varied among agencies, with many placing 
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Table 3-8. State and provincial crash analysis practices
State
Info. on impact of 















IA No No No High
MO No No No Low
GA No No No Low
TX No No Yes Low
WA No No Yes Moderate
OH Examine ROR 
crashes
Look at ROR 





TN No No No Low
ID No No No Low
RI No No No Low
AL No No Yes High
KS No No Yes Low
State Y No No No Low
a low priority on reducing such crashes. This is not to say these states did not 
want to reduce such crashes; in each case, the representative who responded 
said the agency was aware of the problems edge drop-off posed, but because of 
either limited crash data (hampering the efforts to identify and analyze drop-off 
crashes and prone locations) or the ability to directly correct drop-off problems 
(a maintenance task), little could be done from a safety standpoint.
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 Sampling of Pavement Edge  
 Drop-off in two States
One of the primary goals of this research was to quantify the magnitude 
of edge drop-off on rural two-lane paved roadways. As discussed in Chapter 3, 
most states contacted routinely sample edge drop-off for maintenance purposes. 
Drop-off inventories, however, are either not publicly available or, in most cases, 
maintained in an aggregate format that only indicates whether a sampled section 
exceeds a certain threshold, rather than maintained in a format indicating the 
amount of drop-off of a certain magnitude. The Iowa DOT, for instance, randomly 
samples roadway sections at 0.1 mi intervals. If the section has one or more 
edge drop-off measurements greater than 1.5 in, the entire section is recorded 
as “fail.” The actual amount of drop-off present in a section, for example, “150 
ft at 3 in,” is not recorded. 
To better understand the magnitude of edge drop-off, rural two-lane paved 
roadways in Iowa and Missouri were examined to develop a representative 
sample of the amount and type of edge drop-off present. Although both states 
are in the same geographic region, rural two-lane paved roadways vary signiﬁ-
cantly between the two states in terms of maintenance guidelines, topography, 
soil conditions, and paved shoulder policies and practices.
4.1. Methodology
Twenty-one counties in Iowa (21% of counties) and two districts in Mis-
souri (20% of districts) representing 15 counties were selected to provide a 
representative sampling of the magnitude and amount of edge drop-off present 
in each state. Counties and districts were selected to represent geographic, 
maintenance, and climatic diversity within each state. In this report, counties 
and districts are designated using alphanumeric code.
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Within each county or district, roadway segments were selected to rep-
resent a variety of roadway characteristics, including:
Lane width




Presence of horizontal curve
Previous research indicated that edge drop-off may be more likely to occur 
in areas around mailboxes, the inside of horizontal curves, and vertical grades 
(Dixon et al. 2005; Cumby et al. 2003). As a result, an attempt was made to 
include sections that contained all three areas. Additionally, numerous sections 
around mailboxes were collected separately. 
Road characteristic databases were consulted for each county or district 
prior to data collection in the ﬁeld. Segments were randomly selected to represent 
the range of characteristics discussed previously. Data were collected on rural 
two-lane paved roadways with paved shoulders of width less than or equal to 2 
ft. Segments were classiﬁed as “rural” if they were at least 1,000 ft outside of an 
incorporated area. Only segments with average daily trafﬁc (ADT) greater than 
or equal to 400 vehicles per day (vpd) were sampled. This threshold was chosen 
because low-volume roads are often not maintained at the same standard as 
high-volume roads, and agencies are not likely to program additional resources 
toward very low-volume facilities. Additionally, selecting locations that could be 
used in the crash analysis was necessary, and low-volume roads typically had 
a low number of crashes overall. 
Physical characteristics of the roadway were collected during ﬁeld visits. 
Additional information, such as ADT and literal descriptions of roadways, were 
extracted from road characteristics databases provided by the departments of 








A segment, for the purpose of this study, was deﬁned as a length of 
roadway with uniform characteristics. Data were collected for at least 2 mi of 
the segment, which was terminated when roadway features, such as ADT or 
geometric characteristics, changed signiﬁcantly. Data were collected along seg-
ments in 0.1-mi sections, which is the distance used by most departments of 
transportation contacted. In most cases, a single 0.1-mi section was collected 
per mile. 
Additionally, an analysis of edge drop-off variability along a single one-mile 
segment was conducted. For that segment, edge drop-off data were collected 
every 100 ft. This information was evaluated to determine how much edge drop-
off depth varied along the segment and how many 0.1-mi intervals would need 
to be collected per mile. Edge drop-off data from a separate project conducted 
by the Midwest Research Institute (MRI) was evaluated for variability.
Based on evaluating both pieces of information, it was decided that a 
single 0.1-mi interval per mile provided sufﬁcient representation of edge drop-off 
variability. Data collectors, however, collected additional 0.1-mi sections if edge 
drop-off conditions varied signiﬁcantly in the ﬁeld. That judgment was based on 
a determination made in the drop-off readings taken within the section. In each 
section, between 6 and 11 measurements were made on each side of the road. 
If more than 4 of these measurements exceeded all other measurements made 
in the section by 1.0 in, an additional 0.1-mi section was collected. 
The following roadway characteristics were collected at the beginning 
of each 0.1-mi section:
Pavement type 
Shoulder type 












Pavement width (usually corresponded to lane width)
Grade 
Shoulder cross-section, recorded if shoulder width was less than 4 ft
Pavement edge drop-off height was recorded to the nearest 1/8 in at 
52- or 104-ft intervals. If a drop-off measurement was less than 1.5 in, the next 
measurement was collected at a 104-ft interval. If a drop-off measurement was 
1.5 in or greater, the next measurement was collected at a 52-ft interval. The 
threshold of 1.5 in is the value Iowa used to determine acceptable edge drop-off 
for maintenance purposes.
Drop-off was collected along both sides of the roadway for each 0.1-mi 
section by placing a level across the top of the pavement surface and then plac-
ing a straightedge 4 in from the base of the pavement. Figure 4-1 shows the 
collection of roadway characteristics and edge drop-off data along segments. 
Figure 4-2 shows the measurement of edge drop-off height. 
Figure 4-1. Collection of roadway characteristics and edge drop-off  
  along segments





















Figure 4-2. Measurement of edge drop-off height
All raw data were entered into spreadsheets, one created for each county. 
In addition, a worksheet that recorded the raw data from the data collection sheet 
used in the ﬁeld was created for each segment. A database was then created 
from the individual segment worksheets. 
The data collection form is provided in Appendix B. A description of the dif-
ferent roadway characteristics recorded is provided in the following sections.
4.1.2. Shoulder Type
Shoulder type was recorded as paved, gravel, or earth. In some cases, 
a mixture of material was recorded along the shoulder. 
4.1.3. Drop-off Shape
A carpenter’s gauge was used to evaluate shape at numerous locations 
in the ﬁeld, as shown in Figure 4-3. Most shapes, however, corresponded to 
Shapes A, B, or C deﬁned by Zimmer and Ivey (1982) and illustrated in Figures 
4-3, 4-4, and 4-5.
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Figure 4-3. Deﬁnition of edge drop-off shape
Figure 4-4. Typical Shape A
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Figure 4-5. Typical Shape B
Shape A corresponds to the typical vertical face present with concrete 
pavement and also occurs when asphalt pavement breaks, as shown in Figure 
4-4. Shape B is the most common for asphalt pavement and occurs from typical 
overlay, as shown in Figure 4-5. 
Shape C is a wedge, approximately 45°, and appears to be intention-
ally shaped. An additional shape deﬁned as “squashed wedge” was recorded 
several times in the ﬁeld. This shape deﬁnes a pavement edge where the slope 
was signiﬁcantly ﬂatter than 45°. 
4.1.4. Shoulder Grade and Shape
Shoulder width was recorded by measuring from the pavement edge to 
the point where the grade differential between the shoulder and ditch began. 
Grade was measured at the beginning of the 0.1-mi segment.
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4.1.5. Lane Width and Pavement Width
When no paved shoulders were present, pavement width was measured 
from edge of pavement to edge of pavement, and lane width was recorded as 
one-half of the pavement width. For segments with paved shoulders, lane width 
was measured from the center line to the edge line marking, and pavement width 
was measured from edge of pavement to edge of pavement.
 
4.2. Findings
Physical roadway characteristics and the amount of drop-off present 
varied signiﬁcantly among segments. Each state is discussed individually in 
the following sections. 
4.2.1. Iowa
A total of 150 segments were sampled in Iowa. Table 4-1 shows the 
number of segments collected by county. Shoulder and lane width were col-
lected for each 0.1-mi section, and a summary is provided in Tables 4-2 and 4-3, 
respectively. Shoulder widths varied from 2.0–15.0 ft, and lane widths varied 
from 8.5–14.0 ft. 
Table 4-1. Segments by county
Code Segments Code Segments
A-1 7 A-13 11
A-2 10 A-14 1
A-3 1 A-15 2
A-4 2 A-16 2
A-5 9 A-17 13
A-6 16 A-18 7
A-7 8 A-19 7
A-8 14 A-20 2
A-9 1 A-21 3
A-10 5 A-22 9















2.0 5 8.0 9
3.0 17 8.5 1
3.5 3 9.0 3
4.0 16 9.5 3
4.5 22 10.0 2
5.0 19 10.5 1
5.5 15 11.0 2
6.0 12 11.5 2
6.5 8 12.0 2
7.0 6 >  12.0 3
7.5 5
Total 156
Table 4-3. Lane width by segment for Iowa
Lane width (ft) Number of segments
8.5  to <   9.0 1
9.0  to <   9.5 1
9.5  to < 10.0 0
10.0  to < 10.5 1
10.5  to < 11.0 6
11.0  to < 11.5 67
11.5  to < 12.0 15
12.0  to < 12.5 59
12.5  to < 13.0 1
13.0  to < 13.5 2
13.5  to < 14.0 1
14.0  to < 14.5 2
Total 156
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The maximum edge drop-off recorded for Iowa was 5.0 in. The magnitude 
of sampled edge drop-off is shown in Table 4-4.









< 0.75 7.6% 3.00 to < 3.25 0.6%
0.75 to < 1.00 14.0% 3.25 to < 3.50 0.1%
1.00 to < 1.25 20.6% 3.50 to < 3.75 0.1%
1.25 to < 1.50 19.7% 3.75 to < 4.00 0.1%
1.50 to < 1.75 15.3% 4.00 to < 4.25 < 0.1%
1.75 to < 2.00 10.7% 4.25 to < 4.50 < 0.1%
2.00 to < 2.25 5.9% 4.50 to < 4.75 < 0.1%
2.25 to < 2.50 2.9% 4.75 to < 5.00 < 0.1%
2.50 to < 2.75 1.3% 5.00 to < 5.25 < 0.1%
2.75 to < 3.00 1.0%
The total edge drop-off by interval was determined by summarizing the 
amount of edge drop-off measured for each 0.1-mi section. If the following edge 
drop-off measurements, for example, were recorded at 104-ft intervals for the 
south side of a 0.1-mi section: 1.0, 1.25, 1.0, 1.35, 1.5, and 1.75 in, the follow-
ing (Table 4-5) would have been recorded in the ﬁnal database for the south 
side of that section:
Table 4-5. Sample total edge drop-off interval
Percentage of measurements Drop-off interval (in)
33.33% ≥ 1.0 and < 1.25 
33.33% ≥ 1.25 and < 1.5 
16.67% ≥ 1.5 and < 1.75 
16.67% ≥ 1.75 and < 2.0 
Table 4-4 indicates the total amount of sampled drop-off within the in-
dicated intervals for the 156 segments. As shown, almost 6% of the drop-off 
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recorded was greater than or equal to 2.0 in and less than 2.25 in. Nearly 1% 
was greater than or equal to 2.75 and less than 3.0 in.
Figure 4-6 indicates the cumulative percentage of drop-off above the 
indicated threshold for Iowa. As shown, more than 12% of the drop-off sampled 
was 2.0 in or greater, 1.0% was 3.0 in or greater, and less than 1.0% was 4.0 in 
or greater.





















A total of 71 segments were sampled in Missouri. Table 4-6 presents the 
number of segments collected by county. Shoulder widths varied from 1.0–9.5 
ft. Lane widths varied from 8.9–14.3 ft. Shoulder and lane widths were collected 
for each 0.1-mi section, and summaries of each by segment are provided in 
Tables 4-7 and 4-8, respectively. 
Table 4-6. Data collected by county for Missouri
Code Segments Code Segments
B-1 3 B-10 11
B-2 3 B-11 3
B-3 10 B-12 10
B-4 1 B-13 3
B-5 6 B-14 3
B-6 3 B-15 5
B-7 1 B-16 13
B-8 3 B-17 10
B-9 5 B-18 8
Total                       101
Table 4-7. Shoulder width by segment for Missouri

















Table 4-8. Lane width by sections for Missouri
Lane width (ft) Sections
≥   9.0 & <   9.5 2
≥   9.5 & < 10.0 5
≥ 10.0 & < 10.5 25
≥ 10.5 & < 11.0 27
≥ 11.0 & < 11.5 25
≥ 11.5 & < 12.0 3
≥ 12.0 & < 12.5 11
≥ 12.5 3
Total 101
The maximum drop-off recorded for Missouri was 6.5 in. The magnitude 
of edge drop-off by height interval is shown in Table 4-9. As shown, more than 
7% of the sampled drop-off was greater than or equal to 2 in and less than 
2.25 in. 









            < 0.75 17.67% 3.25 to < 3.50 0.48%
0.75 to < 1.00 12.87% 3.50 to < 3.75 0.48%
1.00 to < 1.25 14.94% 3.75 to < 4.00 0.19%
1.25 to < 1.50 14.48% 4.00 to < 4.25 0.17%
1.50 to < 1.75 12.11% 4.25 to < 4.50 0.20%
1.75 to < 2.00 9.35% 4.50 to < 4.75 0.08%
2.00 to < 2.25 7.18% 4.75 to < 5.00 0.06%
2.25 to < 2.50 4.38% 5.00 to < 5.25 0.04%
2.50 to < 2.75 2.54% 5.25 to < 5.50 0.00%
2.75 to < 3.00 1.49% 5.50 to < 6.00 0.02%
3.00 to < 3.25 1.22% ≥ 6.00 0.05%
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Figure 4-7 indicates the percentage of drop-off that was greater than 
or equal to the speciﬁed height (cumulative). As indicated, almost 19% of the 
sampled drop-off was 2.0 in or greater, 3% was 3.0 in or greater, almost 1% 
was 4.0 in or greater, and less than 1% was 5.0 in. 
Figure 4-7. Percentage of drop-off equal to or greater than indicated 



















 Relationship Between Edge   
 Drop-off and Road      
 Characteristics
Pavement edge drop-off between the roadway edge and unpaved shoul-
der surface is more likely to occur under certain roadway conditions than others. 
One study indicated that drop-off was more likely along horizontal curves, near 
mailboxes, and along grades (Dixon et al. 2005). Another study sponsored by 
the Texas DOT, evaluating best pavement edge maintenance practices, also 
found that drop-off was prevalent on roadways with the following characteristics 
(Cumby et al. 2003):
No shoulders
Narrow pavement width
Narrow right of way
Abusive trafﬁc
Heavy trafﬁc




Speciﬁc locations along roadways where Cumby et al. (2003) felt that 


















In the research presented in the document, the relationship between 
drop-off and roadway characteristics was evaluated for Iowa and Missouri to 
determine where drop-off was most likely to occur. For instance, deeper drop-off 
was often noted on steep roadway sections where drainage along the edge of 
the roadway had washed the shoulder material, as shown in Figure 5-1. 
Figure 5-1. Drop-off on a signiﬁcant grade due to erosion
5.1. Description of Methodology
Roadway sections collected for the pavement drop-off sampling described 
in Chapter 4 were used as the dataset to evaluate the relationship between 
drop-off and roadway characteristics. Each 0.1-mi section was modeled as an 









Roadway material (the Missouri dataset only contained asphalt sections)
Shoulder material
Grade 
Whether the section was located on a horizontal curve
The range of values for each variable is shown in Table 5-1 for Iowa and 
Table 5-2 for Missouri. A more in-depth description of the range of characteristics 
is provided in Chapter 4.
Table 5-1. Range of explanatory variables evaluated for Iowa
Variable Range of values
Pavement material Asphalt or concrete
Shoulder material Gravel, paved, earth, mixed
Shoulder width 2.0  to 15.0 ft
Lane width 8.6 to 14.1 ft
Grade 0 to 6.7%
Presence of horizontal curve 0 for no horizontal curve
1 for presence of horizontal curve
Table 5-2. Range of explanatory variables evaluated for Missouri
Variable Range of values
Shoulder material Gravel, paved, earth, mixed
Shoulder width 1.0 to 10.0 ft
Lane width 8.9 to 14.3 ft
Grade 0 to 9.8%
Presence of horizontal curve 0 for no horizontal curve








Data were analyzed using hierarchical tree-based regression (HTBR) 
analysis, which divides the sample data recursively into a number of groups to 
generate a tree structure. The groups are selected to maximize some measure 
of difference in the response variable in the resulting groups. One advantage of 
regression tree analysis over traditional regression analysis is that HTBR is a non-
parametric method, which does not require any distribution assumptions of the 
response variable and is more resistant to the effects of outliers (Roberts 1999). 
5.2. Results
The fraction of drop-off 2.5 in and greater and 3.0 in and greater were 
modeled as response variables for both Iowa and Missouri. Higher intervals of 
drop-off, such as 3.5 in and greater, were initially evaluated, but due to small 
sample sizes, a meaningful analysis could not be carried out. Drop-offs of 2.5 
in and greater and 3.0 in and greater occurred on a wide variety of road struc-
tures, including wide shoulders, wide lanes, and ﬂat grades. The results of HTBR 
provide a sense of where these drop-offs were more likely to occur, but should 
not be interpreted to mean that agencies should only focus resources on these 
types of roadways.
Results for Iowa indicated an increased amount of drop-off 2.5 in and 
greater occurred on sections with shoulder widths less than 3.0 ft. On sections 
with shoulder widths from 3.0–7.25 ft, drop-off was more likely to occur when 
the grade was greater than 4.8%. Increases in the amount of drop-off 3.0 in 
and greater were associated with narrow lanes (less than 11.6 ft) and a grade 
greater than 4.8%.
Results for Missouri suggested drop-offs greater than 2.5 in were more 
likely on narrow roadways (less than 11.6 ft) with gravel shoulders. On roadways 
with earth or mixed shoulders, drop-off was more likely when shoulders were 
less than 6.5 ft. The results for the fraction of drop-off greater than or equal to 
3.0 in indicated drop-off was more prevalent on narrow roadways (less than 11.1 
ft) with gravel shoulders, and roadways greater than 11.1 ft wide with narrow 
shoulders (less than 2.1 ft).
Pavement material was only evaluated in Iowa and was not found to be 
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a statistically signiﬁcant variable. Lane width and type of shoulder material was 
not statistically signiﬁcant for either state. Additionally, whether the segment 
was located on a horizontal curve was not a signiﬁcant variable in the analysis 
for either state.
5.3. Mailboxes 
On selected roadway segments where drop-off was sampled as described 
in Chapter 4, separate drop-off measurements were also recorded around mail-
boxes every 10 ft, on the same side of the road as the mailbox, for a distance 
of roughly 30–55 ft before and after the mailbox. Drop-off measurements were 
recorded in the vicinity of 8 mailboxes in Iowa and 11 in Missouri. Measure-
ments were collected separately from the 0.1-mi sections so that drop-off around 
mailboxes could be compared to drop-off at locations without mailboxes on the 
same roadway segment. 
Each of the eight mailboxes in Iowa was located on a different roadway 
segment. Drop-off depth greater than or equal to 2.0 in was recorded near a 
mailbox in four of the eight segments, and on ﬁve of the eight non-mailbox 
segments. Drop-off greater than or equal to 3.0 in was recorded near a mailbox 
in one segment, and on two of the non-mailbox segments.  Drop-off equal to or 
greater than 4.0 in was not recorded near any mailboxes but was recorded on 
one non-mailbox segment. 
Each of the 11 mailboxes in Missouri was located on a different roadway 
segment. Drop-off depth greater than or equal to 2.0 in was recorded near a 
mailbox in eight of the eleven segments, and eight of the eleven non-mailbox 
segments. Drop-off greater than or equal to 3.0 in was recorded near a mail-
box in three segments, and on six non-mailbox segments.  Drop-off equal to or 
greater than 4.0 in was recorded near a mailbox in one segment, and on three 
non-mailbox segments.
5.4. Discussion
As discussed, several studies indicated drop-off was likely to occur around 
mailboxes and along horizontal curves, although this information was based on 
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subjective analyses. This study did not ﬁnd evidence that either location was 
more likely to have higher proportions of drop-off than locations where horizon-
tal curves or mailboxes were not present along the same segment. Mailboxes 
and horizontal curves were not found to be problematic locations in Iowa and 
Missouri, which may have been because engineers are already aware of these 
problems and pay more attention to maintenance. Seeing fresh material placed 
around the edges on horizontal curves during ﬁeld visits and lane widening 
around horizontal curves were common. Maintenance personnel in Iowa also 
tend to apply higher-level treatments, such as a 1-ft paved shoulder addition, 
in locations with recurring drop-off. 
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 Frequency and Characteristics 
 of Pavement Edge Drop-off   
 Crashes
A primary goal of this research was to quantify the frequency of pavement 
edge drop-off-related crashes. A signiﬁcant number of studies have evaluated 
drivers’ ability to negotiate edge drop-off, as discussed in Chapter 1. Little infor-
mation is available, however, that quantiﬁes the number or severity of crashes 
related to edge drop-off. Without information about the actual frequency of edge 
drop-off-related crashes, agencies are not able to assess the economic costs 
and beneﬁts of investment decisions, evaluate the effectiveness of different treat-
ments to mitigate edge drop-off, or focus resources. With limited budgets and 
numerous competing demands for maintenance resources, agencies may have 
limited interest in addressing problems where only speculative evidence exists. 
To address this shortcoming and provide agencies with information they 
can use to assess the magnitude and severity of the problem, the frequency 
and characteristics of pavement edge drop-off-related crashes were addressed 
using two different methods. First, tort liability cases in Iowa were evaluated to 
determine the number of claims ﬁled. Second, crash forms were evaluated in 
four different states to determine the number of crashes on rural two-lane (and 
in some cases, rural multi-lane) roadways in which pavement edge drop-off may 
have contributed to the crash. Each method is discussed in detail in this chapter.
The analysis of edge drop-off crashes in North Carolina and Illinois was 
carried out by Patel and Council (2004) and funded by FHWA under the Highway 
Safety Information System (HSIS) program. Researchers Hallmark, Veneziano, 
and McDonald at the Center for Transportation Research and Education (CTRE) 
at Iowa State University, and Graham at Midwest Research Institute (MRI) car-
ried out the analysis of Iowa and Missouri crashes. The AAAFTS, the primary 
sponsor of this research, funded the Iowa and Missouri analyses. 
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6.1. Tort Liability
Litigation against state agencies in which edge drop-off is cited as a ma-
jor factor contributing to a crash is one of the major tort liability suits ﬁled. Tort 
claims ﬁled since 2000 in Iowa, for example, where “pavement/shoulder edge” 
or “shoulder conditions” is the major factor are the highest-ranking tort liability 
claims in terms of total dollar value ﬁled. In ﬁscal years 2000–2003, these claims 
accounted for 38% of the total dollar value of claims ﬁled against the DOT. 
Since 2000, 23 pavement edge drop-off-related tort liability claims have 
been ﬁled against Iowa. Of those, however, compensation was awarded to the 
plaintiff in only two cases. The DOT believes Iowa’s demonstrably strong main-
tenance policy has contributed to the state’s success in defending against tort 
liability claims related to pavement edge drop-off. Claims are still burdensome, 
however, and use resources to investigate and defend. When states and other 
highway agencies are not able to defend themselves successfully, edge drop-off 
can result in signiﬁcant liability. 
6.2. Evaluating Crash Forms to Assess the Frequency 
and Severity of Rural Pavement Edge Drop-off- 
Related Crashes
Determining the exact number of edge drop-off-related crashes that occur 
is difﬁcult, since most states and other agencies that require crash information 
to be collected do not train police ofﬁcers to check for or record the presence 
of drop-off when they complete accident reports. Even though several states 
have a data element on their crash report form that allows an ofﬁcer to record 
roadway-contributing circumstances of the crash, shoulder condition is often 
included in a generic form, such as “presence of low/soft/high shoulders” or 
“shoulder: ruts, holes.” Additionally, determining whether edge drop-off was the 
actual cause of a crash would require evaluating the scene immediately follow-
ing the crash to determine the presence and amount of drop-off and to check 
the vehicle tires for evidence of scrubbing. 
Although investigating individual crash scenes is not practical without 
commissioning a special study, Patel and Council (2004) proposed a method 
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that estimates the number of crashes to which edge drop-off may have contrib-
uted. Their method evaluated the ofﬁcer narrative sections of crash diagrams 
in crash reports to assess whether events leading up to a crash were likely to 
have been inﬂuenced by pavement edge drop-off. Their initial study was con-
ducted in North Carolina and Illinois to determine the number of potential edge 
drop-off-related crashes that occurred in those states. As indicated previously, 
their research was sponsored as part of a previous research project by FHWA 
and through a joint agreement with FHWA, their methodology and results are 
presented here. 
Their methodology was adapted for Iowa and Missouri, for the research 
sponsored by the AAA Foundation. Since North Carolina and Illinois data were 
analyzed independently of Iowa and Missouri, some differences exist in the 
amount of detail and way results are presented. The basic methodology and 
results for all four states are detailed in the following sections. 
6.2.1. Methodology
Crashes with characteristics similar to those likely to occur when edge 
drop-off is a contributing factor were selected for rural paved roadways in each 
state. In their original methodology, Patel and Council (2004) hypothesized that 
certain types of crashes were likely to be edge drop-off related. They identiﬁed 
ﬁve categories of crash types that may indicate pavement edge drop-off con-
tributed to the crash:
Category A: Run-off-road right, cross centerline/median, hit vehicle in 
opposite direction (head-on or sideswipe).
Category B: Run-off-road right, sideswipe vehicle in the same direction.
Category C: Run-off-road right, rollover. No control on where the rollover 
occurs. It could be in-road or out-of-road.
Category D: Run-off-road right, then run-off-road left.
Category E: Single vehicle run-off-road right.







Corresponding crash data from each state were assigned to these ﬁve 
categories based on computerized crash characteristics, such as sequence 
of events and ﬁrst harmful event. A random sample of crashes was then se-
lected from each category, and the ofﬁcer narrative and crash diagrams from 
the original crash reports were evaluated to determine whether edge drop-off 
was likely to have contributed to the crash. For some categories, the number 
of potential edge drop-off-related crashes was so small that all crashes falling 
into the category were reviewed.
The method developed by Patel and Council (2004) included a ﬁlter 
requiring that some indication of scrubbing to exist for a crash to be considered 
edge drop-off related. (Note: as described in more detail herein, Iowa and Mis-
souri data were examined both with and without this scrubbing ﬁlter.) Scrubbing 
is described further in Section 1.1.
Each crash report was evaluated to determine whether scrubbing was 
likely to have occurred. The crash diagram or crash narrative for each crash sam-
pled was evaluated to determine if any of the following conditions occurred:
The angle of the vehicle’s initial departure from the road was less than 
approximately 20°, and the diagram shows at least one tire would have 
been close to the pavement edge.
The angle of the vehicle’s reentry to the road was less than approximately 
20°, and the diagram shows at least one tire would have been close to 
the pavement edge.
Departure and reentry angles were greater than approximately 20°, but a 
subsequent event shows the vehicle with one or more wheels near and 
approximately parallel (20º or less) to the pavement edge.
The wording in the crash narrative clearly indicates scrubbing likely oc-
curred; for instance, in one crash record, the driver indicated the vehicle’s 
tire slid along the pavement edge, and, as the vehicle returned to the 
pavement, control was lost. 






as “Potential Scrubbing.” If none of the conditions were met, the crash was 
coded as “Not Scrubbing.” If a crash diagram was not available or the events 
that took place could not be determined, the crash was coded as “Unknown 
Scrubbing.” 
A typical crash diagram indicating that scrubbing occurred is shown in 
Figure 6-1. This diagram indicates the right wheels of Vehicle 1 barely left the 
pavement and were close to the edge as indicated by the reporting ofﬁcer. As 
the vehicle returned to the pavement, loss of control occurred, and Vehicle 1 
crossed into the adjacent lane and struck Vehicle 2. 









One shortcoming to this method is crash diagrams are often not to scale, 
and in some cases the series of events leading up to the crash are based on 
witness descriptions rather than an ofﬁcer’s observations in the ﬁeld. Every at-
tempt was made to account for the myriad of factors inﬂuencing the information 
provided on a crash report.
In Patel and Council’s (2004) North Carolina and Illinois analysis, the 
ﬁlter to assess whether scrubbing had occurred was applied ﬁrst. If scrubbing 
potentially occurred, the crash report was further assessed according to a second 
ﬁlter, discussed in the following paragraphs. A crash coded as “Not Scrubbing” 
or “Unknown Scrubbing” was not assessed further and coded as “Not” edge 
drop-off related, since the authors only considered crashes where scrubbing 
potentially occurred. 
The second ﬁlter determined whether a crash was a “Probable” or “Pos-
sible” edge drop-off-related crash and assessed whether a shoulder condition 
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problem was indicated on the crash report. In summary, after reviewing the 
ofﬁcer narrative and diagrams, along with any additional information such as 
driver or witness narrative, each crash was coded into one of the following ﬁve 
categories:
Probable edge drop-off-related crash (coded as “Probable”)
Possible edge drop-off-related crash (coded as “Possible”)
Crash not likely to have been edge drop-off related (coded as “Not”)
Soft shoulders were more likely to have contributed than edge drop-off 
(coded as “Soft”) 
Unknown (coded as “Unknown”)
A “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash was one in which 
the narrative suggested a sequence of events typical of an edge drop-off crash. 
When roadway conditions were wet, snowy, or icy, the crash was only coded as 
“Probable” or “Possible” if initial or subsequent loss of control may have been 
due to the shoulder and not solely to roadway surface conditions. Crashes in 
which the driver was intoxicated, under the inﬂuence of drugs, experiencing a 
serious medical condition, traveling at excessive speeds, or engaging in reckless 
driving were only coded as “Probable” or “Possible” if the narrative suggested 
loss of control was more likely to have been caused by shoulder condition than 
the driver’s condition or behavior. Similarly, a crash where a defective vehicle 
was noted was only coded as “Probable” or “Possible” if it was more likely to 
have been exacerbated by shoulder condition than vehicle condition.
The difference between “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related 
crashes was primarily based on the ofﬁcer, driver, witness, or crash diagram 
indicating one of the following conditions occurred in which case the crash was 
coded as “Probable”:
Drop-off or edge rut was present









Wheels were caught on the shoulder, pavement, or roadway edge, or lip 
of roadway or pavement
Vehicle attempted to remount the pavement more than once or was un-
able to remount 
Driver indicated resistance to returning to the roadway
The following sample narratives suggest a “Probable” edge drop-off-
related crash:
Vehicle 1 dropped off right shoulder; 3- to 4-in drop present, driver steered 
to correct, went 360 degrees into road, skidded into right ditch, gouged 
ditch, vehicle rolled over.
Driver indicated he left the roadway and encountered drop-off from high-
way to shoulder, tried to pull back, vehicle rolled, went right, then left into 
center divider curb, rolled over.
Vehicle 1 southbound, passenger side tires dropped off onto low shoul-
der, driver overcorrected, steered to the left, swerved back to right to 
avoid oncoming vehicle, entered ditch, then went back onto roadway, 
overturned in roadway.
Vehicle 1 southbound, right front tire went off roadway and dropped ap-
proximately 4 in onto shoulder of road, driver attempted to bring vehicle 
back to pavement, oversteered, crossed both lanes and started to slide 
and rolled over in median.
A “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash was one in which the crash nar-
ratives or diagrams suggested a sequence of events typical of an edge drop-off 
crash, but presence of drop-off was not speciﬁcally indicated. A crash was coded 
as “Possible” if the vehicle ran off the road and a subsequent event indicated 
that loss of control occurred in one of the following situations:






As the vehicle returned to the travel lane
When the vehicle had returned to the travel lane, but the loss of control 
was likely due to actions that occurred on the shoulder 
Loss of control may be have been indicated by wording such as “lost 
control,” “overcorrected,” “attempted to return to travel lane,” “shot across road,” 
or “slid.” The following sample narratives indicate a “Possible” edge drop-off-
related crash:
Swerved to miss deer, ran-off-road to the right, overcorrected, returned 
to roadway, crossed centerline, ran-off-road to the right, overturned.
 
Driver 1 felt the wheel go off on shoulder to right, tried to correct, overcor-
rected, reentered lane in a critical skid, ran-off-road to the left.
Dropped rear tire off roadway, lost control, overturned.
Crashes coded as “Soft” shoulders were those in which the ofﬁcer or wit-
nesses indicated the vehicle left the roadway and encountered soft shoulders. 
The ofﬁcer or witnesses may have indicated the driver encountered soft, muddy, 
or wet shoulders or the vehicle slid in gravel. The following sample narratives 
indicate a crash fell into the category of “Soft”:
 
Ran-off-road to the right, traveled in ditch and rolled; driver indicated he 
went off onto a soft shoulder.
Ran-off-road to the right, lost control in loose gravel, returned to roadway, 
began skidding, and ran-off-road to the left.
A crash was coded as “Unknown” if the crash report was either inconclu-
sive or no information was available. In the majority of crashes coded as “Un-
known,” the reporting ofﬁcer had simply not ﬁlled in a crash narrative or diagram 
and no other information, such as personal crash narratives, was available.




previous categories and were those where loss of control occurred on the 
roadway itself, the vehicle left the roadway but the shoulder did not appear to 
contribute to the crash, or other unrelated events occurred. 
As previously noted, research conducted in Illinois and North Carolina 
was carried out by Council and Patel as a separate research project funded by 
the FHWA. The research in Iowa and Missouri was conducted as a separate 
project for the AAAFTS following the same method. To ensure that the meth-
ods for determining a “Potential Scrubbing” versus “Not Scrubbing” crash or for 
determining that a crash was a “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related 
crash was followed in the Iowa and Missouri study, a decision tree was devel-
oped that reﬂected to the greatest extent possible the decision making process 
used in the Illinois and North Carolina study. The decision tree, presented in 
Appendix C, had one component to assess whether scrubbing was likely to have 
occurred (ﬁrst ﬁlter) and a separate component to assess whether a crash was 
a “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash (second ﬁlter). The FHWA 
team members evaluated the decision tree to ensure it reﬂected their thinking 
as closely as possible. Since assessing crash reports requires subjective judg-
ment beyond that which could be incorporated into a decision tree, researchers 
from the CTRE/ISU and MRI team also consulted experts from both national and 
state departments of transportation to ensure consistent and expert judgment 
was applied to the process.
Although the research team is conﬁdent the methodology application for 
the four states was consistent, project goals were different for the two research 
efforts, and differences exist in the ways the data are analyzed and presented. 
Additionally, results for Illinois and North Carolina are presented in much less 
detail since they were not part of this original study. The interested reader is 
referred to the original study by Patel and Council (2004) for a more in-depth 
discussion of the Illinois and North Carolina study. Differences also exist in the 
ways crashes and roadway data are reported, stored, and used.
One main difference between the two studies is that in the initial Patel 
and Council (2004) analyses, only crashes in which some indication of whether 
scrubbing had occurred were further evaluated as “Probable” and “Possible” 
edge drop-off-related crashes. In the later Iowa and Missouri analyses, the 
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categorization for “Probable” and “Possible” crashes was completed twice, both 
with and without the scrubbing ﬁlter. As a result, the Iowa and Missouri analyses 
assessed whether crashes were “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related 
crashes that involved cases where scrubbing had potentially occurred and cases 
where scrubbing was not likely to have occurred. 
6.2.2. Data and Analysis
The data and analysis methods speciﬁc to each state are described in 
the following sections. 
6.2.2.1. Data and Analysis for North Carolina and Illinois
The North Carolina and Illinois study evaluated crashes using both ﬁl-
ters described previously. As indicated in this section, the North Carolina data 
included a variable for shoulder condition. In Illinois, this variable was incon-
sistent and suspect, and information on shoulder condition had to be found in 
a narrative or sketch. 
The North Carolina and Illinois data were evaluated using the scrubbing 
ﬁlter ﬁrst and then the ﬁlter for determining whether a crash was a “Probable” 
or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash. This is opposite of the method used 
for the Iowa and Missouri data; however, the deﬁnition of a “Probable” or “Pos-
sible” edge drop-off-related crash where scrubbing was likely to have occurred 
was consistent among the four states, regardless of the order the ﬁlters were 
applied, since both conditions are independent and had to be met.
Data and Analysis for North Carolina
Highway Safety Information System (HSIS) data were used to deter-
mine the number of potential edge drop-off-related crashes occurring in North 
Carolina. HSIS maintains crash-based and inventory-based electronic data ﬁles 
for North Carolina. The crash-based ﬁle included information on all crashes oc-
curring on state-maintained routes. The inventory-based ﬁles contain inventory 
and trafﬁc information on all paved state-maintained routes. All crashes in the 
crash ﬁle can be linked to the inventory ﬁle. The crash database is derived from 
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crash reports completed in the ﬁeld. In some cases, the persons involved in a 
crash report it to the police. This information is not a part of North Carolina ﬁles 
within HSIS. The crash database, however, does not include information such 
as ofﬁcer sketches or narratives. The actual crash reports are available at the 
Highway Safety Research Center at the University of North Carolina. HSIS has 
North Carolina ﬁles through 2004. 
All crashes in the HSIS North Carolina crash ﬁles for 2000 were linked to 
the inventory ﬁle and classiﬁed as urban or rural using roadway attributes and 
corporate limits. In their original work, Patel and Council (2004) report results 
for urban and rural crashes; however, the focus here is only on rural crashes, 
hence data analysis and results from their report for urban crashes are not re-
ported here. Crashes on roadways having a paved shoulder width greater than 
2 ft were also excluded from the analysis. 
Next, the crash database was used to select rural crashes that fell into 
Categories A–E, described in Section 6.2.1. Crash selection was based on de-
scriptors in the database, indicating the set of criteria deﬁning the category of 
crashes was met. Note that the North Carolina crash ﬁles within HSIS are further 
divided into accident, vehicle, and occupant ﬁles. The events leading up to the 
crash could be determined using four data ﬁelds present in the vehicle ﬁle for 
North Carolina, which deﬁne the “sequence of events,” the ﬁrst event that led to a 
crash, then the second event, etc. Descriptors include “ran-off-road right,” “ran-
off-road left,” and “crossed centerline/median.” Additional ﬁelds indicate collision 
type, such as head-on, sideswipe same direction, and sideswipe opposite direc-
tion. An additional ﬁeld indicating roadway-contributing circumstances included 
the descriptor “Shoulder (none/low/soft/high),” which was used to separate 
crashes into two tiers deﬁned by Council and Patel (2004). Crashes for which 
an ofﬁcer had checked shoulder condition as a contributing factor were placed 
in one set (tier one), and those for which the ofﬁcer had not checked shoulder 
condition were placed in another (tier two). 
 
After crashes were initially identiﬁed using the crash database, case 
numbers for the crashes in each category were extracted. For tier one, all the 
crashes were sampled. For tier two, if a category contained about 30 or fewer 
crashes, all crash reports were evaluated for that category. If a category 
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contained more than 30 crashes but fewer than 100, a random subset of about 
50% was selected and evaluated. For categories containing 100 or more crashes, 
a random sample of about 1% to 5% were selected and evaluated. A total of 
436 crash reports were evaluated for North Carolina. A total of 10,612 crashes 
fell into Categories A–E.
A summary of the crash narrative and any pertinent information from 
the crash diagram was recorded for each crash, in case questions arose in 
the future. The North Carolina data were evaluated using the scrubbing ﬁlter 
ﬁrst and then the ﬁlter for determining whether each crash was a “Probable” 
or “Possible” edge drop-off related crash, was caused by “Soft” shoulder, was 
“Not” edge drop-off-related, or was “Unknown” based on the crash diagram and 
the crash narrative. 
Data and Analysis for Illinois
HSIS also has Illinois crash- and inventory-based ﬁles, which include 
all state-maintained routes and crashes on these routes. HSIS doesn’t have 
actual crash reports, however. The Illinois DOT provided the crash reports for 
the identiﬁed sample. Similar to the North Carolina research, only crashes on 
roads having unpaved or narrow paved shoulders (less than 2 ft wide) were 
included in this analysis. 
Next, the crash database was used to select rural crashes falling into 
Categories A–E, described in Section 6.2.1. As in the North Carolina research, 
Patel and Council (2004) used data for the year 2000. Selection of crashes was 
based on descriptors in the crash database that indicated the set of criteria de-
ﬁning the category of crashes were met. The available categories for the crash 
descriptors for Illinois did not allow Category B to be deﬁned; therefore, these 
crashes were included in Category A. As with the North Carolina research, the 
Illinois crash database within HSIS is further divided into accident, vehicle, and 
occupant ﬁles. The events leading up to the crash could be determined using 
the involvement and location of involvement data ﬁelds in the vehicle ﬁle for 
Illinois, which deﬁne the sequence and location of events, respectively. Descrip-
tors include “ran-off-road right,” “ran-off-road left,” and “crossed centerline/me-
dian.” Additional ﬁelds indicate type of collision, such as head-on, sideswipe 
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same direction, and sideswipe opposite direction. Though the Illinois database 
had a shoulder quality descriptor, Patel and Council (2004) found the quality 
of the coding for that variable was questionable. Hence, unlike North Carolina 
crashes, Illinois crashes were not separated into tiers based on indication of 
shoulder quality. 
After crashes were initially identiﬁed using the crash database, the 
numbers of crashes in each category were extracted. All crash reports were 
evaluated for categories containing approximately 100 or fewer crashes. If a 
category contained more than 100 crashes, a random subset of about 1% to 
10% was evaluated. In all, 428 crash report forms were reviewed for Illinois. A 
total of 1,821 crashes fell into Categories A–E.
A summary of the crash narrative and any pertinent information from 
the crash diagram was recorded for each crash, in case questions arose in 
the future. Based on this information, each crash was categorized as a “Prob-
able” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash, “Not” edge drop-off related, or 
“Unknown.” Then, as in North Carolina, the Illinois data were evaluated using 
the scrubbing ﬁlter ﬁrst and then the ﬁlter for determining whether each crash 
was a “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash, caused by a “Soft” 
shoulder, “Not” edge drop-off related, or “Unknown.” 
6.2.2.2. Data and Analysis for Iowa
The CTRE research team examined three existing datasets used to 
estimate the number of potential edge drop-off-related crashes occurring in 
Iowa. The Iowa DOT maintains an electronic crash database that contains a 
summary of crash characteristics. All reported crashes occurring in the state 
on all roadway types are included and spatially located. The crash database is 
derived from crash reports ﬁlled out in the ﬁeld, but does not include informa-
tion such as ofﬁcer sketches or narratives. At the time of the analysis reported 
here, the database contained crash data through 2004. The Iowa DOT also 
maintains electronic copies of crash reports, which provide information, such 
as ofﬁcer narratives and diagrams. In some cases, persons involved in a crash 
also submit personal crash reports. This information is attached to the ofﬁcer 
crash reports and is also available. The Iowa DOT also maintains a spatial road 
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database, which allows crashes to be spatially located to the nearest roadway. 
This database allows roadway information, such as roadway surface material 
or number of lanes, to be determined for each crash in the crash database.
All crashes in the state of Iowa for a three-year study period (2002, 2003, 
and 2004) were located to the nearest roadway and classiﬁed as urban or rural 
using roadway attributes and a separate ﬁle containing corporate limits. Urban 
crashes were excluded from the analysis. Crashes that occurred on roadways 
with surfaces other than concrete or asphalt, such as dirt, gravel, and unimproved 
roads, and crashes on roadways with paved shoulders were also excluded. Al-
though the study’s initial focus was rural two-lane roadways, all rural roadways 
with unpaved shoulders were included to increase the comparability between 
this study and that of Patel and Council (2004). 
Next, the crash database was used to select rural crashes that fell into 
Categories A–E, described in Section 6.2.1. Selection of crashes was based on 
descriptors in the crash database that indicated the set of criteria deﬁning the 
category of crashes were met. Events leading up to the crash were determined 
using four data ﬁelds in the Iowa crash database deﬁning sequence of events, 
such as the ﬁrst event that led to a crash, then the second event, etc. Descriptors 
include “ran-off-road right,” “ran-off-road left,” and “crossed centerline/median.” 
Additional ﬁelds indicate type of collision, such as head-on, sideswipe same 
direction, and sideswipe opposite direction; location of the ﬁrst harmful event; 
and driver-contributing circumstances.
The Iowa crash report also includes a data element allowing the ofﬁcer 
to check a box that indicates shoulder conditions as “none/low/soft/high.” The 
data element, however, does not allow differentiation between the four possible 
conditions. Crashes for which the ofﬁcer had checked shoulder condition as a 
contributing factor were placed in one set (tier one), and those for which the 
ofﬁcer had not checked shoulder condition were placed in another (tier two). 
Council and Patel (2004) also separated their data by a shoulder condition ele-
ment and referred to the two sets as tiers.
A total of 4,310 crashes fell into Categories A–E. All categories in tier 
one and Categories A, B, and D in tier two contained 253 or fewer crashes. 
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Categories C and E in tier two contained 1,884 or more crashes. As a result, 
it was determine that this was a good breaking point. If a category has 253 or 
fewer crashes, all crashes in that category were evaluated. If a category had 
more than 253 crashes, a random subset of 20% was selected and evaluated. 
A total of 1,293 crash reports were evaluated for Iowa. 
A summary of the crash narrative and any pertinent information from 
the crash diagram was recorded for each crash, in case questions arose in the 
future. Each crash was ﬁrst evaluated using the ﬁlter to determine whether the 
crash was a “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash, “Soft,” “Not” 
edge drop-off-related, or “Unknown.” Crashes determined to be “Possible” 
or “Probable” edge drop-off related were further evaluated using the ﬁlter for 
determining whether scrubbing was likely to have occurred: “Potential Scrub-
bing,” “Not Scrubbing,” or “Unknown Scrubbing.” The North Carolina and Illinois 
data were evaluated using the scrubbing ﬁlter ﬁrst and the ﬁlter for determining 
whether the crash was a “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash 
second. Even though this method is the opposite of that used for the Iowa and 
Missouri data, the deﬁnition of a crash categorized as a “Probable” or “Possible” 
edge drop-off-related crash where scrubbing was likely to have occurred was 
consistent among the four states, regardless of the order the ﬁlters were applied, 
since both conditions are independent and had to be met.
6.2.2.3. Data and Analysis for Missouri
The electronic crash database available for Missouri has roadway charac-
teristics ﬁelds, which were used to select urban versus rural crashes. Only rural 
crashes on paved roadways with unpaved shoulders were selected. The Missouri 
crash records also have descriptors allowing up to seven sequences of events 
to be recorded for each vehicle, such as “ran-off-road right,” “skidding/sliding,” 
“overturn/rollover,” and “crossover centerline.” The location and type of crash 
is also indicated. Using this information, rural crashes on paved roadways with 
unpaved shoulders that ﬁt into each of the ﬁve categories were selected. Both 
two- and four-lane roadways were included. Unlike the crash forms in Illinois, 
Iowa, and North Carolina, the Missouri crash form does not include a data ele-
ment indicating shoulder condition. Thus, Missouri crashes could not be divided 
into tiers according to whether shoulder condition was indicated.
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Identiﬁers for crashes in each category were used to extract crash re-
ports from the Missouri DOT for the same years as the Iowa analysis: 2002, 
2003, and 2004. A total of 2,359 crashes fell into Categories A– E. Categories 
A – C contained 374 or fewer crashes, and Categories D and E contained 683 
or more. This provided a natural breaking point, so all crashes were evaluated 
for Categories A, B, and C, and a random sample of 20% of the crashes for 
Categories D and E were extracted and evaluated. A total of 885 crash reports 
were evaluated for Missouri for all categories. 
Each crash was ﬁrst evaluated using the ﬁlter for determining whether 
the crash was a “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crash, “Soft,” 
“Not” edge drop-off-related, or “Unknown.” Crashes determined to be “Pos-
sible” or “Probable” edge drop-off-related crashes were further evaluated using 
the ﬁlter for scrubbing: “Potential Scrubbing,” “Not Scrubbing,” or “Unknown 
Scrubbing.” 
6.2.3. Results
Results for each state are provided in the following sections. As noted, 
North Carolina and Illinois were evaluated as part of a separate project. As a 
result, some differences exist in the types of information and amount of detail 
presented for the four states.
6.2.3.1. Results for North Carolina 
Note that the detailed results related to speciﬁc numbers of potential cases 
in each category, the number of cases reviewed, and the number of edge drop-
off-related crashes found in the samples reviewed are not presented here (as 
they will be presented later for Iowa and Missouri). Those details can be obtained 
from Patel and Council (2004).  Instead, presented here are the extrapolated 
results based on this sampling/review methodology. Patel and Council (2004) 
also present results for urban crashes. 
After reviewing the North Carolina sample and extrapolating percentages 
to the population of potential edge drop-off-related crashes, Patel and Council 
estimated 28 of the approximately 10,600 crashes in Categories A–E (0.26%), 
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were probably caused by edge drop-off (“Probable”), and approximately 711 
(6.70%) were possibly (“Possible”) caused by edge drop-off. 
Finally, to parallel the Illinois estimate of edge drop-off-related crashes as 
a percentage of total single vehicle (SV) run-off-road crashes (including those 
SV crashes in which a wider paved shoulder eliminated the possibility of an edge 
drop-off crash), Patel and Council again used the Category E sample. Based 
on this sample reviewed, approximately 25 of the 17,777 rural SV run-off-road 
crashes (0.14%) were “Probable” edge drop-off-related crashes where scrubbing 
was likely to have occurred, and approximately 460 (2.58%) were “Possible” 
edge drop-off related where scrubbing was likely to have occurred. 
In addition to these analyses related to crash frequency, an attempt was 
made to examine the crash severity of edge drop-off crashes and compare it 
to crash severity distributions for all rural North Carolina crashes in the HSIS 
system, that is, all crashes on mileposted rural state system roads, as shown 
in Figure 6-2.




















Note in this comparison, distributions for edge drop-off crashes were 
obtained from the distribution of crashes reviewed and categorized as “Pos-
sible” or “Probable” crashes where scrubbing was likely to have occurred. The 
sample of “Probable” edge drop-off-related crashes is too small for meaningful 
analysis and was, therefore, combined with “Possible” for this assessment. As 
indicated, edge drop-off-related crashes were more likely than average to result 
in fatalities or serious injuries, relative to all rural crashes.
Note that the designation “edge drop-off rural crashes” includes “Prob-
able” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes where scrubbing was likely 
to have occurred. Also note that small sample sizes were present in all cases, 
so severity distributions shown for edge drop-off-related crashes should be 
interpreted with caution. 
6.2.3.2. Results for Illinois
Again, note that the following results represent the extrapolated results 
based on the sampling/review methodology used for Illinois and North Carolina. 
Of the 1,821 crashes in Categories A–E evaluated for Illinois, Patel and Council 
estimated that two (0.11%) were “Probable” and 114 (6.26%) were “Possible” 
edge drop-off-related crashes. Based on the Category E sample, for total SV 
run-off-road crashes, including those in which a wider paved shoulder eliminated 
the possibility of an edge drop-off crash, about 86 of the 4,543 total SV run-
off-road rural crashes (0.89%) were possibly edge drop-off-related. Note that 
no “Probable” edge drop-off SV run-off-road crashes were found. Clearly, the 
estimate of “zero” in this category could be due to sampling.
A comparison of crash severity for the edge drop-off-related crashes to 
total rural and SV run-off-road crashes was also performed for Illinois. Figure 
6.3 compares the severity distribution of edge drop-off-related crashes to all 
rural crashes on similar roadways.
Again, both “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes were 
combined due to the small sample sizes for the former category. The designation 
“edge drop-off rural crashes” includes “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-
related crashes where scrubbing was likely to have occurred.
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While the small numbers of edge drop-off crashes in both North Carolina 
and Illinois indicate caution is necessary in drawing ﬁrm conclusions, results 
for both states indicate the edge drop-off-related crashes indeed appear to be 
more severe than either all rural crashes on similar roadways or all SV run-off-
road crashes. 
6.2.3.3. Results for Iowa
Frequency of Edge Drop-off-Related Crashes in Iowa
The results of the crash report analysis for Iowa are provided in Table 
6-1. Results are presented for tier one and tier two separately, and then the 
combined results are shown at the bottom of the table. 
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Table 6-1. Summary of crash record evaluation for 2002–2004 for Iowa
Tier 1 (shoulder condition ﬁeld marked)
Category Probable Possible Soft Not Unknown Total
A 2 1 0 1 0 4
B 0 1 0 0 0 1
C 12 13 10 10 0 45
D 3 3 1 1 0 8
E 7 9 8 9 1 34
Tier 2 (shoulder condition ﬁeld not marked)
Category Probable Possible Soft Not Unknown Total
A 5 33 0 77 3 118







































Total tiers 1 and 2, all categories
Total












Total crashes on rural paved roadways with unpaved shoulders 35,487
Run-off-road crashes on rural paved roads with unpaved shoulders 6,096
“Probable” and “Possible” percentage of rural crashes on similar roadways 24.9%
“Probable” and “Possible” percentage of rural run-off-road crashes on 
similar roadways 
17.7%
e : estimated value
() : 95% conﬁdence interval for estimated value
* : number of crashes sampled
Tier one indicates shoulder condition was noted in the corresponding 
crash report ﬁeld. All crashes in the categories in tier one and Categories A, B, 
and D in tier two were evaluated. Approximately 20% of crashes in Categories 
C and E in tier two were evaluated, as discussed previously, and those results 
were extrapolated to estimate crash types for all crashes in that category using a 
multinomial distribution (Mendenhall and Sincich 1988). In Table 6-1, the results 
for tier two, Categories C and E, show the estimated number of crashes, the 95% 
conﬁdence interval for that estimation, and ﬁnally the actual number of crashes 
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sampled. In Category C in tier two, for example, 383 out of 1,091 crashes were 
evaluated. Of those, 101 were determined to be “Possible” edge drop-off-related 
crashes. The total number of “Possible” crashes was extrapolated to 501 out 
of 1,091 total crashes. The 95% conﬁdence interval for “Possible” crashes was 
417 to 585 crashes. 
The total number of crashes for each category was summarized by 
type and presented at the bottom of the table. A total of 4,310 crashes fell into 
Categories A–E in both tier one and tier two. As shown, 82 rural crashes from 
2002–2004 were highly likely to have been edge drop-off related (“Probable”). 
Another 991 crashes were “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes. “Probable” 
edge drop-off-related crashes comprised 1.9% of the 4,310 crashes evaluated, 
and “Possible” comprised 23%. 
A total of 35,487 rural crashes occurred in Iowa on paved asphalt or con-
crete roadways with unpaved shoulders for 2002–2004. Dividing the number of 
“Probable” and “Possible” crashes by the total number of rural crashes indicates 
that 0.23% of rural crashes on similar roadways are “Probable,” and 2.79% are 
“Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes.
Edge drop-off-related crashes are run-off-road crashes. The contribution 
of edge drop-off to run-off-road crashes was also calculated. In Iowa, a total of 
6,096 crashes occurred from 2002–2004 on similar roadways in which the ﬁrst 
sequence of events was coded as “run-off-road right” or “run-off-road left.” “Prob-
able” crashes accounted for 1.46% of these, and “Possible” made up 16.26% 
of all rural run-off-road crashes on similar roadways.
Crashes determined to be “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-re-
lated crashes were further evaluated to determine whether scrubbing was likely 
to have occurred using the ﬁlter described in Section 6.2.1. Results are shown 
in Table 6-2. Totals are shown separately for tiers one and two. As shown, the 
number of crashes where scrubbing was likely to have occurred was extrapo-
lated for Categories C and E in tier two. In addition, a total of 42 “Probable” and 
375 “Possible” crashes were identiﬁed for which scrubbing was likely to have 
occurred. This represents 1.0% and 8.7% of crashes in Categories A–E and 
0.12% and 1.04%, respectively, of total rural crashes on paved roadways with 







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   























   
   
   
   
   
















The North Carolina and Illinois analysis also compared the number of 
edge drop-off-related crashes to rural SV run-off-road crashes. In Iowa, a total 
of 5,768 SV run-off-road crashes occurred on rural paved roads with unpaved 
shoulders for the years 2002, 2003, and 2004. “Probable” edge drop-off-related 
crashes that likely involved scrubbing were 0.73% of the run-off-road crashes, 
and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes that likely involved scrubbing were 
6.50% of the total.
 
Characteristics of Potential Edge Drop-off-Related Crashes in Iowa
Since the focus of this study was rural two-lane roadways, crashes were 
allocated by road type. A total of 87.8% of crashes that were either “Probable” 
or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes (all scrubbing conditions included) 
occurred on two-lane roadways, while only 12.2% occurred on roadways with 
four or more lanes. 
Severities for “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes (all 
scrubbing conditions included) were evaluated and compared to all rural crashes 
on similar roadways (paved roadways with unpaved shoulders) for the same 
study period. As shown in Figure 6-4, crashes determined to be “Probable” or 
“Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes were four times as likely to be coded 
“fatal” as all rural crashes taken together (5.8% versus 1.5%). They were also 
more than twice as likely to result in a major injury (11.3% versus 4.6%). When 
compared to crashes on similar two-lane roadways, similar results are shown, 
as indicated in Figure 6-4. Differences were determined to be statistically sig-
niﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level using a proportionality test.
Edge drop-off-related crashes are usually run-off-road crashes, which 
in general are likely to be more severe than other crash types. The severity of 
“Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes (all scrubbing condi-
tions included) was compared to the severity of run-off-road crashes for similar 
roadways (paved rural roads with unpaved shoulders) for the same three-year 
analysis period. Run-off-road crashes were deﬁned as those in which the ﬁrst 
sequence of events for any vehicle involved was indicated as run-off-road right 
or run-off-road left. As shown in Figure 6-4, edge drop-off-related crashes are 
more likely to result in a fatal (5.8% versus 3.0%) or major injury crash (11.3% 
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versus 9.6%) than other run-off-road crashes. Differences were statistically 
signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level for fatal crashes, but not for major injury 
crashes, using a test of proportionality. It should be noted that fatal crashes are 
rare and comprise only a small proportion of any crash type. As a result, some 
caution is necessary in drawing ﬁrm conclusions.
Table 6-3. “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes
 by crash description in Iowa
Type
Run-off-road right; cross centerline; run-off-road left 49.8%
Run-off-road right; lost control on shoulder 25.4%
Run-off-road right; cross centerline; sideswipe opposite direction 7.1%
Run-off-road right; return to road; run-off-road right 7.1%
Run-off-road right; cross centerline; head-on 4.4%
Run-off-road right; cross centerline; rolled in opposite lane 3.0%
Run-off-road right; sideswipe same direction 2.0%
Run-off-road right; run-off-road left; run-off-road right 0.5%
Run-off-road right; cross centerline; rear end 0.5%
Unknown 0.2%
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The sequence of actions leading to each “Probable” or “Possible” edge 
drop-off-related crash (all scrubbing conditions included) was also evaluated. A 
total of 64.3% of “Probable” and “Possible” crashes were classiﬁed as what is 
typically thought of as an edge drop-off-related crash, in which the vehicle runs 
off the road to the right, the driver overcorrects, the vehicle crosses the center-
line, and then some other action occurs, such as a head-on collision, sideswipe 
same direction, or run-off-road left. Crashes were summarized by sequence of 
actions leading to the crash, as shown in Table 6-3. 
6.2.3.4. Results for Missouri
Frequency of Edge Drop-off-Related Crashes in Missouri
The results of the Missouri crash report analysis are provided in Table 6-4.
Table 6-4. Summary of crash record evaluation for 2002 to 2004 for  
 Missouri
Category Probable Possible Soft Not Unknown Total
A 2 42 3 16 0 63
B 0 8 1 17 2 28










































Total crashes on rural paved roadways with unpaved shoulders 55,012
Run-off-road crashes on rural paved roads with unpaved shoulders 3,966
“Probable” and “Possible” percentage of rural crashes on similar roadways 1.78%
“Probable” and “Possible” percentage of rural run-off-road crashes on similar 
roadways 
24.71%
e :  estimated                    ci  :  95% conﬁdence interval                      * :  sampled
All crash records were evaluated for Categories A, B, and C. A random 
sample of approximately 20% were evaluated for Categories D and E. Results 
from the random sample for a category were extrapolated to estimate types of
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crashes for all crashes in that category using a multinomial distribution. The 
estimated number of crashes, the 95% conﬁdence interval for that estimation, 
and the total number of crashes sampled for Categories D and E are shown. 
A total of 1,211 crashes were evaluated out of the 2,359 crashes that fell into 
Categories A–E.
Results of the analysis indicated a total of 70 crashes were likely to 
have been edge drop-off related (“Probable”), and 910 were determined to be 
“Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes. This indicates that 3.0% of crashes 
in Categories A–E were “Probable” edge drop-off-related crashes and 38.6% 
were “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes. 
During the same analysis period (2002–2004), 55,012 crashes occurred 
on similar roadways (rural paved roadways with unpaved shoulders) in Missouri. 
“Probable” edge drop-off-related crashes comprised 0.13% of total rural crashes 
on similar roadways, and “Possible” edge drop-off related comprised 1.65% of 
total rural crashes on similar roadways.
The contribution of edge drop-off to all run-off-road crashes was also 
calculated. Between 2002–2004 in Missouri, a total of 3,996 crashes occurred 
on similar roadways in which the ﬁrst sequence of events was coded as “run-
off-road right” or “run-off-road left.” “Probable” crashes accounted for 1.75% 
of those, and “Possible” comprised 22.77% of all rural run-off-road crashes on 
similar roadways.
Crashes determined to be “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related 
crashes were further evaluated to investigate whether scrubbing might have 
occurred, as shown in Table 6-5.
The results for Categories D and E were extrapolated, as described in 
this section. Of the 70 “Probable” crashes, 32 likely involved scrubbing. A total of 
483 of the 901 “Possible” crashes likely involved scrubbing. This represents 2.0% 
and 20.5%, respectively, of the 2,359 crashes from Categories A–E. “Probable” 
edge drop-off-related crashes that likely involved scrubbing, comprised 0.1% of 
rural crashes for the same study period, and “Possible” edge drop-off-related 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The North Carolina and Illinois analysis also compared the number of 
edge drop-off-related crashes to rural SV run-off-road crashes. In Missouri, a total 
of 3,884 SV run-off-road crashes occurred on rural paved roads with unpaved 
shoulders for the years 2002, 2003, and 2004. “Probable” edge drop-off-related 
crashes that likely involved scrubbing were 1.24% of the total, and “Possible” 
edge drop-off-related crashes that likely involved scrubbing were 12.44% when 
compared to SV run-off-road crashes.
Characteristics of Potential Edge Drop-off-Related Crashes in Missouri
Only 3.1% of the crashes determined to be “Probable” or “Possible” edge 
drop-off-related crashes (all scrubbing conditions included) in Missouri occurred 
on four-lane roadways; 96.9% occurred on two-lane roads.
Fatal crashes comprised 4.0% of the crashes determined to be “Probable” 
or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes (all scrubbing conditions included), and 
injury crashes accounted for 54.5%. The Missouri data did not distinguish between 
injury crash types. This ﬁgure is compared against crash severity for all rural crash-
es on similar roadways (rural paved roads with unpaved shoulders) in Figure 6-5.















Crashes determined to be “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related 
crashes were more than twice as likely to result in a fatal crash as a typical crash 
on similar roadways (4.0% versus 1.9%) and somewhat more likely to result in an 
injury crash (54.5% versus 37.3%). When limiting the analysis to crashes occur-
ring on rural two-lane roads with unpaved shoulders, similar results were found. 
All of these differences were statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level. 
Since edge drop-off crashes are run-off-road crashes, which are more 
likely to be severe, fatal and injury crashes for “Probable” and “Possible” edge 
drop-off-related crashes (all scrubbing conditions included) were compared to 
all run-off-road crashes on similar roadways in Missouri. Run-off-road crashes 
were deﬁned as those in which the ﬁrst event for any vehicle involved in the 
crash was coded as “run-off-road right” or “run-off-road left.” The percentage of 
fatal “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes was slightly greater 
than the percentage of all fatal run-off-road crashes on rural paved roadways 
with unpaved shoulders (4.0% versus 3.7%). This difference, however, was not 
statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level. A slightly greater percentage 
of “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes resulted in an injury 
than for all run-off-road crashes on rural paved roadways with unpaved shoulders 
(55.5% versus 54.5%), but this difference was not statistically signiﬁcant.
6.2.4. Summary and Discussion of Crash Report Analysis
These analyses produced estimates of edge drop-off-related crashes for 
four different states. In all states, even though the numbers of such crashes are rel-
atively smaller than other crash types, they are still large enough to warrant atten-
tion and treatment. The following sections compare the results from the four states. 
6.2.4.1. Summary of Frequency of Edge Drop-off-Related Crashes
Comparisons between the four states cannot be based on the actual edge 
drop-off frequencies estimated or on the percentages of the sampled popula-
tions because differences existed between variables on the crash forms, the 
numbers of cases in each category, and the numbers of cases reviewed in the 
different studies. A better comparison is the estimated percentages of total edge 
drop-off-related rural crashes in each state and the percentages of total SV run-
off-road crashes that are edge drop-off related. Table 6-6 presents both results 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
   
   
   











   
   
   
   
   




















   
   
   
   
   































































































As noted, the North Carolina and Illinois analyses were performed on rural 
state system paved roads with narrow or no paved shoulders, while the Iowa 
and Missouri analyses included all rural paved roads with unpaved shoulders 
(both state and non-state system roads). 
As expected, analyses in all four states produced relatively low edge 
drop-off-related percentages of total crashes. “Probable” edge drop-off-related 
crashes likely to involve scrubbing comprised less than 1%, and “Possible” edge 
drop-off-related crashes likely to involve scrubbing comprised less than 1.5% 
of rural crashes on similar roadways. Differences existed, however, between 
the estimates for the four states. As demonstrated, both Iowa and Missouri had 
a higher percentage of both “Probable” edge drop-off-related crashes likely to 
involve scrubbing as a percentage of rural crashes on similar roads than either 
North Carolina or Illinois. North Carolina had the highest number of “Possible” 
edge drop-off-related crashes, followed by Iowa. Differences in the percentages 
of “Probable” crashes as a function of all rural crashes were statistically different 
at the 95% conﬁdence level in all states, except between Iowa and Missouri, 
and differences for “Possible” crashes were statistically different at the 95% 
conﬁdence level in all states.
In comparing the percentage of SV run-off-road crashes that were edge 
drop-off related, percentages for “Probable” edge drop-off crashes were highest 
in Iowa, followed by Missouri. Differences between the corresponding percent-
ages in each state were statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level in all 
cases. Percentages for “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes were highest in 
Missouri, followed by Iowa. Differences in this percentage were not statistically 
signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level when comparing North Carolina and Iowa 
or when comparing Iowa and Missouri; all others were statistically signiﬁcant.
When compared within rural categories, North Carolina estimates of the 
percentages of total HSIS crashes and percentages of total SV run-off-road 
crashes were much higher than Illinois estimates. The “Probable” and ”Possible” 
edge drop-off percentage of total rural crashes, for example, was 0.01% and 
0.57%, compared to the similar North Carolina estimates of 0.05% and 1.24%, 
which were three to ﬁve times higher than the Illinois percentages. While the 
SV run-off-road estimated percentages were more similar for the two states, 
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the North Carolina estimates were again higher. Clearly, this difference was not 
just the result of different percentages of rural crashes in the HSIS ﬁles for the 
two states. The different percentages would appear either to represent that the 
potential for edge drop-off crashes in the two states was different or that the 
reporting by police was different. Also, the lower estimates in Illinois could be 
because, in making the judgment on edge drop-off-related crashes, Patel and 
Council had no information on whether a possible shoulder defect was present. 
This was not the case in North Carolina and could have affected the judgment 
made. (Again, note these large relative differences were for very small percent-
ages, 1% or less.)
“Possible” and “Probable” crashes without considering whether scrub-
bing had occurred were also analyzed and presented for Iowa and Missouri. 
Iowa has a much higher and statistically signiﬁcant percentage of crashes (95% 
conﬁdence interval) as a function of all rural crashes on similar roads than Mis-
souri for both categories. 
Since edge drop-off-related crashes are run-off-road crashes, which in 
general are more severe than other crash types, the percentages of all run-off-
road crashes on similar roadways that were edge drop-off-related were also cal-
culated and are presented for Iowa and Missouri. “Probable” crashes comprised 
1.46% of all rural run-off-road crashes on similar roads for Iowa and 1.75% for 
Missouri (differences are not statistically different at the 95% conﬁdence level). 
“Possible” crashes comprised 16.26% of all run-off-road crashes on similar roads 
in Iowa and 22.77% in Missouri, and the differences are statistically signiﬁcant 
at the 95% conﬁdence level.
6.2.4.2. Discussion of Differences Among States
Differences among estimates provided in the previous section may have 
resulted from the way crashes were evaluated in this study compared with the 
North Carolina and Illinois study. Differences also result from the ways differ-
ent states report crashes and train ofﬁcers, which can even vary by jurisdiction 
within states. Every attempt was made to extract similar data from each state 
and ensure that use of terms and data queries were consistent. Differences do 
exist, however, in road and crashes databases.
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Differences in number of drop-off-related crashes may also be attrib-
uted to different design and maintenance policies. Iowa, for example, did not 
have a paved shoulder policy for major non-interstate roads until recently. As a 
result, most rural roadways, even on expressways, have unpaved shoulders. 
This practice differs from most states, which require paved shoulders to dif-
fering levels on higher classiﬁcation and higher volume roadways. In addition, 
the North Carolina and Illinois study only evaluated crashes on the state road 
system. The Iowa and Missouri analyses evaluated crashes for all rural paved 
roads, including both county and state roads. County roads are typically lower 
volume roads that may be designed and maintained at different levels than 
higher volume roads. The designation of the roads included in the state system 
also varies from state to state. 
Dixon et al. (2005) evaluated fatal crashes for Georgia for 1997. The 
authors randomly selected 150 two-lane rural fatal crashes on state and non-
state-system roads. They estimated in 38 of the 69 (55%) non-state-system fatal 
crashes, edge rutting or edge drop-off was present. They also determined that 
of the 38 sites where drop-off was present, edge drop-off appeared to be one of 
the crash causal factors for 21 of the sites. The study indicated that drop-off was 
from 2.5 to 5.0 in on the rural highway edges (Georgia Tech 2004). The results 
also indicated that edge drop-off was more likely to be present on non-state-
system roads. As a result, differences in evaluating state and non-state-system 
roads were expected. 
6.2.4.3. Severity of Edge Drop-off-Related Crashes
Severity for “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes 
was evaluated and compared to all rural crashes on similar roadways (paved 
roadways with unpaved shoulders) for the four states. North Carolina and Illinois 
crashes represented only those likely to involve scrubbing, while crash severity in 
Iowa and Missouri was calculated without ﬁltering for scrubbing. Additionally, as 
noted, Illinois and North Carolina crashes were on state-system roads with narrow 
paved or unpaved shoulders, while Iowa and Missouri crashes were evaluated 
for all rural paved roadways with unpaved shoulders. In all cases, crashes de-
termined to be “Probable” or “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes were more 
likely to be coded as fatal than all rural crashes on similar roadways. The propor-
tion of “Probable” and “Possible” injury crashes were also higher for all states. 
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Edge drop-off-related crashes are usually run-off-road crashes, which 
in general are more likely to be severe than other crash types. The severity of 
“Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related crashes (all scrubbing condi-
tions included) was compared to the severity of run-off-road crashes for similar 
roadways in Iowa and Missouri. “Probable” and “Possible” edge drop-off-related 
crashes were again more likely to result in a fatal crash than other run-off-road 
crashes. Differences were statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level 
in Iowa but not in Missouri. Additionally, edge drop-off-related crashes in Iowa 
were slightly more likely to be fatal in Iowa than in Missouri (5.8% versus 4.0%), 
and this difference was statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level.
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 Relationship of Crashes to   
 Roadway and Edge Drop-off   
 Characteristics
This chapter assesses the relationship between roadway characteristics, 
including the amount and type of drop-off, and the number of crashes character-
istic of pavement edge drop-off-related crashes for Iowa and Missouri. Negative 
binomial regression was used to develop the relationship. The frequency of 
potential edge drop-off-related crashes was the predictor variable, and roadway 
characteristics were explanatory variables.
As a point of clariﬁcation for the entire report, the analysis discussed in 
Chapter 7 differs from the analysis of crash forms presented in Section 6.2. The 
crashes used in the analysis described in this section included any crashes from 
2002–2004 that had the characteristics of a pavement edge drop-off crash as 
deﬁned by Categories A–E. The crash reports for individual crashes used in the 
regression analysis were not evaluated to determine whether edge drop-off was 
a contributing factor based on ofﬁcer narratives, as was done for the analysis 
in Section 6.2.
7.1. Data
The roadway segments examined during the sampling process in Chapter 
4 were used as study segments for the regression analysis. Several original seg-
ments were omitted when data were missing or crashes could not be attributed 
to that segment. A total of 140 segments were available for Iowa and a total of 
54 were evaluated for Missouri. Road segments were at least 2.0 mi long in 
Iowa. In Missouri, two segments were less than 1.0 mi and two segments were 
1.5 mi. All other segments were at least 2.0 mi. For segments researched dur-
ing data collection, road characteristics used as explanatory variables included 
the following:
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Annual average daily trafﬁc (AADT)
Edge type (as a categorical variable) in the Iowa analysis. This variable 
was not used in the Missouri analysis because all pavement segments 
were asphalt with edge shape B.
Fraction of drop-off measurements above a given height: 
 – For Iowa, this included ≥ 2.0 in; ≥ 2.25 in; ≥ 2.5 in; ≥ 3.0 in; and 
  ≥ 3.5 in. 
 – For Missouri, this included ≥ 2.0 in; ≥ 2.5 in; and ≥ 3.0 in
Fraction of drop-off measurements within a given height interval: 2.0 to 
< 2.5 in, and 2.5 to < 3.0 in
Shoulder width (feet)
Lane width (feet)
Segment length (miles), used as an offset value to account for segments 
of differing length
All roadways were two-lane paved roadways with unpaved shoulders. 
The speed limit on most of the roads was 55 to 60 mph. The range of values 
for each variable is shown in Table 7-1 for Iowa and in Table 7-2 for Missouri. A 
more in-depth discussion of the collection of roadway characteristics is provided 
in Chapter 4.
The frequency of potential edge drop-off-related crashes was the predic-
tor variable. A potential edge drop-off-related crash falls into Categories A–E 
based on the analysis methodology by Patel and Council (2004), described 
in Section 6.2. Categories A–E describe crashes with sequences of events in 
which pavement edge drop-off is a factor. All crashes that ﬁt the criteria of one 
of the categories were included as crashes that were potentially pavement edge 
drop-off related. The sequence of events included in each of the Categories 









Table 7-1. Range of values used in regression model for Iowa
Variable Description Min. value Max. value
AADT Annual average daily trafﬁc (vehicles per day) 220 5,300 
EdgeType Shape of drop-off face A, B, and squashed wedge as described in section 4.1
Inches2 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2 in 0 0.89
Inches2_5 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2.5 in 0 0.45
Inches3 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 3 in 0 0.16
Inches3_5 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 3.5 in 0 0.07
Just2 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2 and < 2.5 in 0 0.52
Just2_5 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2.5 and < 3 in 0 0.30
Just3 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 3 and < 3.5 in 0 0.14
ShdrWidth Shoulder width (ft) 2 15
LaneWidth Lane width (ft) 8.5 14
Table 7-2. Range of values used in regression model for Missouri
Variable Description Min. value Max. value
AADT Annual average daily trafﬁc (vehicles per day) 72 9,147
EdgeType Shape of drop-off face A, B, and squashed wedge as described in section 4.1
Inches2 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2 in 0 0.81
Inches2_5 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2.5 in 0 0.41
Inches3 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 3 in 0 0.20
Inches3_5 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 3.5 in 0 0.14
Just2 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2 and < 2.5 in 0 0.55
Just2_5 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 2.5 and < 3 in 0 0.51
Just3 Fraction of drop-off along segment ≥ 3 and < 3.5 in 0 0.36
ShdrWidth Shoulder width (ft) 1.7 9.50
LaneWidth Lane width (ft) 9.0 14.20
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Category A: Run-off-road right, cross centerline/median, hit vehicle in 
opposite direction (head-on or sideswipe).
Category B: Run-off-road right, sideswipe vehicle in the same direction 
for multilane roads.
Category C: Run-off-road right, rollover. No control on where the rollover 
occurs. It could be in-road or out-of-road.
Category D: Run-off-road right, then run-off-road left.
Category E: Single vehicle run-off-road right.
The crash database for Iowa is spatially located for all roadway types. 
Crashes were mapped to the corresponding roadway in the state database, and 
the crashes for each segment selected. The number of potential edge drop-off-
related crashes from 2002–2004 for each segment were used as the predictor 
variable. A total of 97 crashes met these criteria in Iowa for the 140 segments.
The crash database for Missouri is located by milepost for all roadway 
types, so crashes can be mapped to the nearest roadway segment. A three-year 
study period from 2002–2004 was used. The most recently available dataset 
was for 2004. Crashes involving a series of events circumscribed in Categories 
A–E were extracted for study years 2002–2004. Each potential edge drop-off-
related crash was located to the corresponding roadway segment by milepost, 
and the number of potential pavement edge drop-off-related crashes for each 
study segment were selected and summarized. A total of 74 crashes met the 
criteria for the 54 segments.
7.2. Methodology
A negative binomial distribution of accident frequencies was assumed 
for all models. The GENMOD procedure of SAS (2004) was used to estimate 
the model coefﬁcients and how well the models ﬁt the data, as expressed by the 
likelihood ratio R2-coefﬁcient (R2LR). The total number of crashes potentially 
pavement edge drop-off related in the three-year period was the dependent 







model to account for varying segment lengths, and the three-year crash analysis 
period to estimate accidents/year/mile effectively. Numerous models were esti-
mated using various combinations of different predictor variables. The models 
evaluated include the following:
AADT, edge type, shoulder width, lane width, and a speciﬁc fraction 
of drop-off measurements above a given height or within a given 
height interval
AADT, edge type, and a speciﬁc fraction of drop-off measurements 
above a given height or within a given height interval
AADT and a speciﬁc fraction of drop-off measurements above a given 
height or within a given height interval
A generic form of the models evaluated is as follows:
Crashes/yr/mi = exp [ a0 + a1 × ln (AADT) + a2 × Inches 
    + a3 × EdgeType + a4 × ShdrWidth + a5 × LaneWidth ]
(7-1)
7.3. Iowa Results
The Iowa and Missouri datasets were analyzed separately. For Iowa, the 
best-ﬁt models indicated that lane width, shoulder width, and edge type were not 
statistically signiﬁcant factors. The amount of drop-off within a speciﬁc interval 
(≥ 2.0 in to < 2.5 in; ≥ 2.5 in to < 3.0 in; and ≥ 3.0 in to <3.5 in) was not statisti-
cally signiﬁcant at any level. AADT was a statistically signiﬁcant factor in all of 
the best-ﬁt models evaluated (5% signiﬁcance level). 
The total amount of drop-off measurements above a certain threshold 
was also evaluated. The fraction of drop-off ≥ 2.0 in and ≥ 2.25 in was not a 
signiﬁcant factor (model p-value of 0.21). The amount of drop-off ≥ 2.5 in, ≥ 3.0 
in, and ≥ 3.5 in was statistically signiﬁcant at or near the 5% signiﬁcance level. 





Iowa model 1: When the fraction of drop-off 2.5 in and higher was considered 
(model statistics: p-value of 0.04; R2LR = 6.6%):
Crashes/yr/mi = exp [−6.1635 + 0.4806 × ln(AADT) + 2.5379 × Inches2_5 ] (7-2)
Iowa model 2: When the fraction of drop-off 3 in and higher was considered 
(model statistics: p-value of 0.06; R2LR = 6.1%):
Crashes/yr/mi = exp [−5.9490 + 0.4550 × ln(AADT) + 6.6485 × Inches3 ]   (7-3)
Iowa model 3: When the fraction of drop-off 3.5 in and higher was considered 
(model statistics: p-value of 0.01; R2LR = 7.7%):
Crashes/yr/mi = exp[−5.5981 + 0.4074 × ln(AADT) + 19.3083 × Inches3_5 ] (7- 4)
Where (for all models):
Crashes/yr/mi = expected crash rate for crashes potentially related to pavement 
edge drop-off, in crashes per year per mile
AADT = annual average daily trafﬁc for segment
Inches2_5 = fraction of drop-off measurements 2.5 in and higher for segment
Inches3 = fraction of drop-off measurements 3 in and higher for segment
Inches3_5 = fraction of drop-off measurements 3.5 in and higher for segment
As indicated in the models, drop-off appears to become problematic at 2.5 
in. These models, although statistically signiﬁcant, explain only a small portion 
of the variance in the crash frequencies modeled (highest R2 value is 7.7%). 
In other words, only a weak relationship exists between the predictor variables 
and crash frequency; thus, these models should be used with caution. They 
do provide, however, a comparison of the effects of various drop-off heights on 
crash frequency based on the data analyzed. 
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The crash rate varies by trafﬁc volume (AADT); the effect of drop-off can 
be compared using the previous equations at a speciﬁc AADT. The expected 
crash rate, for example, (for potentially edge drop-off-related crashes) for a 
roadway segment that has an AADT of 1,000 vehicles per day (vpd) and has a 
fraction of drop-off measurements of 0.3 (30%) that are greater than or equal 
to 2.5 in is:
exp [−6.1635 + 0.4806 × ln (1,000) + 2.5379 (0.3) ] = 0.0193 crashes/yr/mi
The expected crash rate for a similar segment with an AADT of 1,000 
and no drop-off measurements along the segment greater than or equal to 2.5 
in is:
exp [−6.1635 + 0.4806 ln (1,000) + 2.5379 (0) ] = 0.009 crashes/yr/mi
Thus, the rate of crashes potentially related to pavement edge drop-off, 
at 1,000 vpd, is predicted to more than double when the amount of measured 
drop-off greater than or equal to 2.5 in exceeds 30%, relative to the expected 
crash rate when no measured drop-off exists as deep as 2.5 in.
7.4. Missouri Results
The best-ﬁt models for Missouri indicated the fraction of drop-off mea-
surements above a speciﬁc threshold (amount of drop-off ≥ 2.0 in; ≥ 2.5 in; 
and ≥ 3.0 in) was not a statistically signiﬁcant factor. The amount of drop-off 
measurements within a speciﬁc interval (≥ 2.0 to <2.25 in; ≥ 2.25 to < 2.5 in; ≥ 
2.5 to < 3.0 in; and ≥ 3.0 to < 3.5 in) was also not statistically signiﬁcant at any 
level. AADT was statistically signiﬁcant in all of the best-ﬁt models evaluated 
(10% signiﬁcance level) and explained about 20% of the variation in the model. 
Shoulder and lane width were statistically signiﬁcant factors when considered 
individually in the model, but not when they were considered together. Addi-
tionally, both variables were evaluated as categorical, to quantify the effect of 
speciﬁc width intervals, and were statistically signiﬁcant. The following best-ﬁt 
models resulted from the analysis:
Missouri model 1: When shoulder width was considered as a continuous vari-
able (model statistics: p-value of 0.007; R2LR = 30.6%):
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Crashes/yr/mi = exp [−10.0605 + 1.1715 × ln (AADT) − 0.3958 × ShdrWidth ] 
(7-5)
Missouri model 2: When shoulder width was considered as a categorical vari-
able (model statistics: p-value of 0.09; R2LR = 29.8%):
Crashes/yr/mi = exp [−14.2082 + 1.1923 × ln (AADT) + a × ShdrWidthCat ]   
(7-6)
Where a  = 2.96 for 2 ft or less, 2.32 for 4 ft, 2.0 for 6 ft, and 0 for 8 ft or more
Missouri model 3: When lane width was considered a continuous variable 
(model statistics: p-value of 0.019; R2LR = 28.5%):
Crashes/yr/mi = exp [−2.6150 + 1.1977 × ln (AADT) − 0.8436 × LaneWidth ]   
(7-7)
Missouri model 4: When lane width was considered a categorical variable 
(model statistics: p-value of 0.07; R2LR = 28.4%):
Crashes/yr/mi = exp [−12.0438 + 1.0789 × ln (AADT) + a × LaneWidthCat ]  
(7-8)
Where a  = 1.62 for 10 ft or less, 1.29 for 11 ft, and 0 for 12 ft or more
Where (for all models):
Crashes/yr/mi = expected crash rate for crashes that were potentially pavement 
edge drop-off related in crashes per year per mile 
AADT = annual average daily trafﬁc for segment
ShdrWidth = shoulder width measurement in feet for segment
LaneWidth = lane width measurement in feet for segment
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7.5. Summary of Regression Analysis
The regression analysis for Iowa indicates a relationship between the 
frequency of potential edge drop-off-related crashes and the amount of mea-
sured drop-off along a segment greater than or equal to 2.5 in. When the lower 
thresholds of 2.0 in and 2.25 in were investigated, no statistically signiﬁcant 
relationship to the segment’s crash rate was found. Thus, these results sug-
gest drop-off becomes problematic at a depth between 2.25 in and 2.5 in. This 
agrees well with past research and with current maintenance thresholds, which 
numerous states have set at 2.0 in. Evidence from the current study suggests 
that a maintenance threshold of 2.0 in is an appropriate threshold, which allows 
for a small margin of safety. A relationship may exist between the presence of 
pavement edge drop-off and crash rates at lower drop-off depths; however, no 
such relationship was detected in this study. 
The Missouri analysis did not indicate that drop-off was a statistically 
signiﬁcant variable. A much smaller sample size, however, was used in Missouri 
than in Iowa, and the drop-off proportions did not vary much in Missouri.
Most roads included in these analyses had posted speed limits of 55 
mph or 60 mph. Thus, these results are not applicable to roads with speed limits 
outside this range. Higher speeds may increase the danger associated with a 
given depth of edge drop-off.
The previously discussed maintenance threshold is intended to apply 
only to the pavement edge and not for use for uneven surfaces between driving 
lanes or a lane and a paved shoulder.  
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 Drop-off Educational     
 Message
The objective was to identify and evaluate existing educational materi-
als and make recommendations for advising road users about the hazards and 
avoidance of pavement edge drop-offs.
This chapter reviews drivers’ manuals from each state, information in 
drivers’ education textbooks, input from the project panel, and conclusions 
concerning available educational materials. Two educational messages are 
presented at the end of this chapter. The ﬁrst is a brief “tip,” and the second is 
a full message recommended for use when all nuances are to be discussed.
8.1. Review of State Drivers’ Manuals
An internet search of drivers’ manuals from the 50 states and the District 
of Columbia was undertaken to assess the typical advice given to drivers about 
traversing a pavement edge drop-off.
Of these 51 agencies, manuals were reviewed for 49. Of these, 32 manu-
als contained some advice about how to react when wheels leave the pavement. 
Advice was similar for most agencies reviewed and can be summarized as fol-
lows: 1. Do not panic; 2. Grip steering wheel tightly; 3. Slow down, but do not 
brake hard; and 4. Return to the pavement sharply at a slow speed. All but two 
of the messages were very brief, including one or two sentences or three or four 
bullet points as described here. The drivers’ manuals of Tennessee and Alaska 
included a picture to help describe the points. Figure 8-1 shows the message 
from the Tennessee Drivers’ Manual. 
Some variance exists in the adverb used to advise drivers about return-
ing to the pavement. While the Tennessee manual says to turn back onto the
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Figure 8-1. Message from the Tennessee Drivers’ Manual
 
Regaining control of your vehicle when the 
wheels have left the paved roadway:
1. Stop feeding the gas. Lift your foot off the gas pedal, 
but do NOT suddenly apply the break.
2. Maintain a firm grip on the steering wheel, but do NOT 
jerk the wheel back toward the pavement suddenly.
3. Brake lightly and briefly. Do NOT slam on the brake 
pedal. You want to gradually slow the vehicle.
4. Maintain car control. Keep steering the vehicle 
straight, trying to keep the other wheels from getting 
off the pavement.
5. Do NOT attempt to steer back onto the pavement until 
there are no cars in your immediate vicinity. 
6. Once oncoming traffic is clear and you have slowed 
the speed of your vehicle, you can turn back onto the 
pavement sharply.
pavement sharply, others advise sharply at a slow speed. Numerous manuals 
used terms such as “ease back,” “gradually,” “gently,” “slowly back,” or “care-
fully.” These may be counterproductive because they may result in the vehicle 
approaching the drop-off at a small angle, which could result in tire scrubbing. 
None of the manuals described why a driver would want to approach the drop-
off at a larger angle.
A few manuals instruct drivers to “straddle” the pavement edge as they 
slow the vehicle. This instruction is aimed at getting the tire away from the 
drop-off edge to prevent scrubbing and to increase the angle at which the tire 
approaches the edge when remounting. A higher angle of approach aides the 
tire remount. Again, none of the manuals described why a driver would want to 
get the tire away from the pavement edge.
Only ﬁve manuals recommended a speciﬁc speed to slow to before try-






North Carolina: stopped or nearly stopped
Colorado: slow until almost stopped
8.2. Review of Driver Education Texts and Other   
Educational Information
The drivers’ education text, Drive Right, was reviewed for guidance on 
recovering from drop-offs. In Section 13.2 entitled, “Driver Errors,” the manual 
describes off-road recovery. The text states the driver should avoid “quick 
steering” when a front wheel leaves the pavement. It recommends the driver 
brake gently and slow to 5 or 10 mph and the vehicle be positioned to straddle 
the roadway edge. It also recommends a driver steer sharply to return to the 
pavement and countersteer sharply when the front tire remounts the drop-off. 
The instructions to steer sharply, however, could be interpreted to conﬂict with 
the earlier instructions to avoid quick steering. This manual also says if trafﬁc is 
heavy, the driver should drive entirely off the roadway, stop, and wait for a large 
gap in trafﬁc before reentering.
A manual entitled How Parents Can Help Their Teens Become Safe 
Drivers, published by the Connecticut Department of Motor Vehicles, was also 
reviewed. On page 22 under “Recovering from a Drop-off,” the manual states 
that practicing driving over a drop-off is not advisable. When drop-off is actually 
encountered, the manual says to slow to an extremely slow speed (less than 
25 mph) before trying to reenter the roadway. Other instructions are similar to 
those found in the other drivers’ manuals reviewed.
A work zone tip entitled, “How to recover steering control when your car 
is straddling uneven pavement surfaces,” available from the Work Zone Safety 
Information Clearinghouse was reviewed. When discussing driving onto a lower 
shoulder, the tip ﬁrst lists three actions to avoid, including slowing down extremely 







quarter-turn to the left. The tip then says that if the shoulder is several inches 
below the pavement, the driver may not be able to remount on the ﬁrst try and 
instead must slow down and try to remount the pavement edge again.
8.3. Discussions with Project Panel
The project panel was asked to comment on the proper educational 
message for the AAA Foundation for Trafﬁc Safety’s interactive training tool, 
Driver-ZED. Driver-ZED can be obtained from the AAAFTS web site, http://www.
aaafoundation.org, or from the Driver-ZED web site, http://www.driverzed.org. 
The discussions continued through the ﬁrst panel conference call and at the 
panel meeting in Washington, D.C. 
During the panel conference call, the question was posed as to whether 
parents should practice driving over a drop-off. The panel rejected the idea and 
felt this maneuver could be hazardous at any speed (depending on the drop-off 
height) and also might contribute to pavement and shoulder deterioration.
The panel reviewed several messages, including the one in the Driver-
ZED section about edge drop-off emergencies. The review included guidance 
messages from the U.S. Army, an insurance company, and the parents’ manual 
from the Connecticut Department of Motor Vehicles, mentioned earlier. One panel 
member also recommended a message. Several of these messages, along with 
the one in the AAA video, “Getting Safely Past the Orange Barrels,” were sent to 
the panel prior to the meeting in Washington, D.C. The panel discussed these 
messages and watched the video sequence from the interactive Driver-ZED 
DVD, which includes numerous driving scenarios assessing teen drivers’ ability 
to identify and deal with various risks. “Getting Safely Past the Orange Barrels” 
can be obtained from: http://www.aaafoundation.org/products/. 
The panel recommended additional references such as drivers’ manu-
als and drivers’ education textbooks also be reviewed. The panel also recom-
mended drivers be instructed to check for oncoming trafﬁc prior to attempting 
to remount the drop-off.
The panel felt that pictures should be shown of the vehicle’s wheels as 
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it recovers from the drop-off, and that the possible scenario involving the wrong 
response should also be shown. Dr. William Van Tassel of AAA, the former lead 
instructor for the Driver Skill Enhancement Program at Texas A&M University, 
also provided additional advice.
Additional discussions and communications produced the recommended 
message at the end of this chapter.
8.4. Conclusions Concerning Existing Educational   
Messages
The review of educational materials and discussions with the project panel 
revealed a great deal of available advice, and in some instances the advice was 
contradictory or questionable. Most advice given in drivers’ manuals was very 
brief and did not explain why it was safer to follow the instructions. The following 
conclusions were drawn from the review and are presented as a justiﬁcation of 
the recommended message that follows:
The most important part of the message is not to panic and not to steer 
back onto the pavement immediately. This maneuver would lead to tire 
scrubbing in most instances and would cause a return to the pavement at 
a large steering angle that would not be controllable at highway speeds.
The maneuver to return to the pavement safely is complicated, and 
where possible more advice and reasons for driving in a certain manner 
should be explained at greater length than the advice contained in most 
drivers’ manuals.
Some messages contain verbiage such as, “If the shoulder is only slightly 
lower than the pavement…” or “If the front tire rubs against the side of the 
pavement….” Expecting a driver to know the depth or shape of a drop-off 
is unreasonable, and most drivers probably cannot determine whether a 
tire is rubbing on the edge of the pavement. Using these conditions as 
decision points, therefore, is not practical.
Instructions to return to the pavement that use words such as “gently,” 






approaching the pavement edge at a small angle could put the tire into 
a scrubbing condition.
It is critical that the vehicle slow before reentering the roadway; however, 
how to slow and the best speed to slow to are debatable. Slowing to 
below 30 mph is necessary to remount a vertical 3-in drop-off; however, 
slowing to 5 or 10 mph might lead to rear-end crashes, depending on 
trafﬁc conditions.
Braking hard can cause loss of control when the skid resistance of the 
pavement and shoulder differ; however, braking will probably be neces-
sary to slow to below 30 mph. Antilock braking systems also affect how 
drivers should react, since they make pumping the brakes unnecessary. 
The U.S. Army guidance is probably best, saying, “If braking is neces-
sary, use a gentle squeeze braking application, which will enable you to 
control steering.”
It is easier to obtain the correct angle to remount the drop-off if the 
wheel is one or two feet from the pavement edge. Instructing drivers to 
“straddle” the pavement edge should help achieve this result. The reason 
for moving the tire away from the pavement edge can be explained in 
more complete messages.
An instruction to turn the steering wheel one quarter-turn toward the pave-
ment was judged to be the best way to instruct drivers about remounting 
the pavement edge and offered more advice than to steer sharply at a 
slow speed. Some panel members were concerned that vehicles have 
different steering ratios and the countersteer after remounting the pave-
ment was also critical.
In circumstances where there is a wide shoulder, pulling completely onto 
the shoulder and stopping may be preferable.
8.5. Recommended Educational Messages
The following are two educational messages, one full and one brief, 








8.5.1. Full Educational Message Text
The following full message is recommended for drivers’ manuals and 
other educational materials where space is available for additional text describ-
ing the instructions and where the message can include diagrams and pictures 
of vehicles in a drop-off maneuver.
“Pavement shoulder drop-offs can cause serious crashes if drivers react 
improperly. Avoid panic steering, in which you try to return to the pavement as 
soon as your wheels leave the pavement. This maneuver can lead you to provide 
too much steering input before you have a chance to slow down. If your tires are 
next to the pavement edge, the rubbing of the tire’s sidewall on the pavement 
drop-off (called “scrubbing”) will resist the tire’s remounting of the pavement edge. 
When enough tire angle is cranked into the steering, the wheels will suddenly 
remount the drop-off, and the severe angle will cause loss of control, rollover, 
or slingshotting of the vehicle into adjacent lanes or off the opposite side of the 
road. Too much countersteering may cause you to leave the right side of the 
road a second time.
Slowing down will help you remount the drop-off without losing control. 
When your wheels leave the pavement, ease off the gas to slow down. Do not 
brake hard, as this can put your vehicle into a skid and make it difﬁcult to steer. 
Instead, use a gentle squeeze application of the brakes, which will allow you to 
control steering. Steer straight ahead and slow to 25 mph or less.
Straddle the pavement edge, which will keep the inside edge of your 
right tires from scrubbing. It will also help you to approach the edge at a high 
angle, which helps the tire to remount the drop-off. When there is a gap in trafﬁc 
from all directions, turn the steering wheel about one quarter-turn to return to 
the pavement. When you are back on the pavement, countersteer back to the 
right to stay in your lane. 
If trafﬁc is heavy when you leave the road and the shoulder is wide, 
drive entirely onto the shoulder and stop. Wait for a large gap in trafﬁc before 
you reenter.
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If you can’t get back onto the pavement, pull as far from the road as 
possible and wait for help.”
8.5.2. Brief Educational Message
The following message was recommended for the Driver-ZED DVD and 
should be used where there is limited time or space for the full message.
“If for some reason one or two of your wheels suddenly drop off the edge 
of the road, keep calm. Too often drivers panic and steer abruptly to return to 
the road and then ‘slingshot’ across the other side of the road or into trafﬁc. 
Instead, take your foot off the gas and slow down, but avoid hard braking if pos-
sible. Position your vehicle so it straddles the roadway edge. Do not attempt to 
turn back onto the road until you slow to 25 mph or less. After you have slowed 
down, and when there is no trafﬁc, turn the steering wheel one quarter-turn 
toward the roadway. This move permits the tire to climb the pavement edge and 
get back onto the pavement. Once on the pavement, counter-steer to travel 
straight down the road.
If trafﬁc is heavy when you leave the road, and the shoulder is wide, 
drive entirely onto the shoulder. Stop and wait for a large gap in trafﬁc before 
you reenter.” 
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 Conclusions and      
 Recommendations
This report details research to quantify the impact of pavement edge 
drop-off on crash frequency and severity. The study generally focused on rural 
two-lane paved roadways with unpaved shoulders, since these are often high-
speed facilities (55+ mph), have varying levels of maintenance, and are likely 
to be characterized by adverse roadway conditions, such as narrow lanes or 
no shoulders.
In Chapter 2, the study summarized federal and state guidance for 
sampling and addressing pavement edge drop-off. Numerous U.S. states and 
Canadian provinces were surveyed, and their practices for addressing drop-off 
during design, construction, and maintenance are summarized in Chapter 3. 
As discussed in Chapter 4, 21 counties in Iowa and 2 districts in Missouri were 
selected to provide a representative sample of the magnitude and amount of 
edge drop-off present in each state. Pavement edge drop-off height and shape, 
as well as other road characteristics such as lane width, shoulder type, and 
shoulder width, were collected and the results presented. The relationship be-
tween drop-off and roadway characteristics was also explored using hierarchical 
tree-based regression. Next, the frequency and characteristics of pavement edge 
drop-off-related crashes were assessed by evaluating crash reports. A sample 
of crashes likely to be edge drop-off related were selected, and the ofﬁcer nar-
ratives and crash diagrams from the crash reports were evaluated to determine 
whether edge drop-off was likely to have contributed to the crash. Results are 
presented for four states in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 assesses the relationship be-
tween the amount of drop-off (i.e., percentage of drop-off along a segment that 
was 2.5 in or more) and number of crashes. A relationship between potential 
edge drop-off-related crashes and roadway characteristics was explored for Iowa 
and Missouri using negative binomial regression analysis. Chapter 8 offers a 
method for educating drivers about edge drop-off. 
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9.1. Beneﬁts of Research
The statistical analysis in Chapter 7 will result in a better understanding 
of pavement edge drop-off-related crashes. Understanding the relationship be-
tween the characteristics of drop-offs, such as height and crash frequency, will 
allow agencies to better determine whether current guidelines and practices are 
adequate. This information can also allow agencies to determine where critical 
locations for pavement edge drop-off may exist so that needed maintenance 
and improvements can be more efﬁciently scheduled and resources targeted to 
locations most likely to beneﬁt, resulting in fewer crashes. This information will 
also provide a tool that states or other agencies can use to assess the magnitude 
of the problem, allowing them to determine the most effective method.
9.2. Recommendations for Addressing Pavement Edge 
Drop-off
The panel for this project met after reviewing ﬁnal project results and 
proposed the following recommendations to address pavement edge drop-off. 
Recommendations are summarized by the agency to which they are directed.
For state and local agencies:
All transportation agencies should provide speciﬁc training on the poten-
tial hazards of pavement edge drop-off. Training should be directed to 
maintenance and construction staff, including private contractors. Local 
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) and FHWA ofﬁces in each state 
would be excellent resources for this training.
Agencies should adopt a policy for shoulder maintenance that includes 
routine comprehensive sampling procedures and requires prompt reme-
diation of any edge drop-off that meets or exceeds a prescribed threshold. 
That threshold should be no higher than 2.0 in. Pass/fail sampling can 
be used as a benchmark for prioritizing and analyzing the effectiveness 
of maintenance practices.
Agencies should establish a paved shoulder policy, with a minimum width 





 a. Roadway classiﬁcation
 b. Trafﬁc volumes
 c. Funding priorities
 d. Other potential roadway users, such as bicyclists
Where paving shoulders is not practical, some agencies have considered 
painting the edgeline at an 11-ft width on a 12-ft paved lane for similar 
beneﬁts. Although not practical in all situations, some agencies feel this 
provides a beneﬁt in keeping vehicles away from the roadway edge.
For roadway improvements such as asphalt overlays, agencies should 
include a beveled edge design, providing a tapered transition away from 
the roadway surface. The FHWA’s Safety Edge is a 30–35° pavement 
wedge that provides a tapered transition away from the roadway surface 
at the edge of the pavement. Information on the Safety Edge can be found 
at http://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/roadway_dept/docs/sa05003.htm. 
Where possible, agencies should review crash databases to assess 
possible pavement edge drop-off contribution to crashes. To ensure 
more accurate data, law enforcement ofﬁcers should be instructed in 
the value of drop-off data in certain crash types and be encouraged to 
gather and enter that information on crash investigation forms properly 
and fully. To facilitate the recording of such data, agencies should adopt 
the Model Minimum Uniform Crash Criteria (MMUCC) data element 
C15 (Contributing Factors, Road) and the corresponding attributes on 
their crash report forms. This data element is deﬁned as the “apparent 
condition of the road which may have contributed to the crash.” MMUCC 
also prescribes speciﬁc attributes for C15, which include ruts, holes, 
bumps, and shoulders (none, low, soft, high) (MMUCC 2005). Crash 
report forms used in Iowa make use of the shoulder condition portion of 
C15, whereas Missouri does not. During the course of the analysis of 
crash forms from these two states, ofﬁcers in Iowa noted the existence 
of potential roadway-related contributing factors in a greater percentage 
of crashes evaluated than was the case in Missouri.
Agencies should conduct additional research on pavement edge drop-off 





analysis in these locations should include assessment of edge drop-off-
related crash frequency and severity. Unique best, low-cost maintenance 
practices for these lower volume roads should also be investigated and 
reported.
For the FHWA and AASHTO:
A synthesis of best practices for addressing pavement edge drop-off 
should be conducted, including both construction and maintenance activi-
ties. The synthesis would include speciﬁc treatments applied for various 
trafﬁc levels and roadway types. Subsequently, a policy or guidelines 
should be adopted as a reference for agencies in mitigating pavement 
edge differential in problematic locations.
The FHWA should continue to encourage and support the development, 
validation, and use of mobile sensing equipment to measure and record 
pavement and shoulder conditions.
The FHWA should investigate motorist understanding of warning signs 
such as the “Low Shoulder” and “Shoulder Drop-Off” signs, to deter-
mine which would be the appropriate message to communicate the 
road condition to motorists, both within and outside of work zones. This 
study should include consideration of the length and depth of drop-off 
that warrants signage, as well as other temporary trafﬁc control devices, 
such as cones.
A national study should be conducted to assess the possible effect, if any, 
of environmental regulations on the implementation of safety improve-
ments such as paved shoulders.
For other agencies:
The American Driver and Trafﬁc Safety Education Association, National 
Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administration (NHTSA), and other driver educa-
tion advocates should encourage driving instructors to advise new driv-







areas, and provide in-class instruction on proper reactions for returning 
safely to the travel lane after leaving the roadway surface. The same 
guidelines should be included in driver instructor manuals.
The National Highway Trafﬁc Safety Administration should use a full-mo-
tion driving simulator to study the reactions of naïve, non-professional 
motorists to encountering and driving off of pavement edge drop-offs. 
At a minimum, the study should investigate the effects of driving speed, 
drop-off depth, and edge shape.
The American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators and state motor 
vehicle departments should develop educational advice to be included in 
driving manuals that advises of the potential hazard of pavement edge 
drop-off and offers suggestions for returning safely to the travel lane.
A driver training video should be produced and distributed to illustrate 
proper and safe procedures for recovery to the travel lane after steering 
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Appendix A.        
Questions for States and Provinces
Design questions:
Policy for design of shoulders on new roads, 2-lane and 4-lane (e.g. for 
newly designed roads, are all new 4-lane facilities designed to have 4-ft 
paved shoulders? Do some receive gravel shoulders?)
What are the design standards for pavement and shoulder type and width 
by class of road?
Is there additional design guidance with regard to drop-offs, if any?
Are there any innovative solutions to eliminating PEDOs, such as narrow 
pavement widening and safety wedges along resurfacing layers?
Maintenance questions:
How are drop-offs measured for maintenance activities?
What guidance exists for addressing drop-off as part of maintenance ac-
tivities? At what point, for instance, is drop-off considered a problem that 
needs to be addressed (e.g. a drop-off of 1.5 in for more than 3 consecutive 
feet)? 
Are there mandatory limits on the amount of pavement edge drop-off allowed 
before it must be addressed?
Is there any additional maintenance guidance with regard to drop-offs?
What guidance exists for addressing drop-off during resurfacing? Are any 
edge treatments mandatory? 
What are the maintenance guidelines for maximum shoulder slope?














Does the state inventory drop-offs? If so, are the results of their inventories 
available?
 Are there any policies to reduce occurrence of PEDOs?
Are there any innovative solutions to eliminate PEDOs, such as narrow 
pavement widening and safety wedges along resurfacing layers?
Construction questions:
What guidance exists regarding drop-offs during construction activity? At 
what point are they considered a safety problem?
What is done to address safety problems created by drop-offs in work zones (sig-
nage, addition of material wedge, positive separation via hard barriers, etc.)?
Are there additional construction guidance with regard to drop-offs, if any?
What recommendations exist for avoiding PEDO in work zones?
Are there any policies to reduce occurrence of PEDOs?
Are there any innovative solutions to eliminate PEDOs, such as narrow 
pavement widening and safety wedges along resurfacing layers?
Reconstruction questions:
What guidance exists for addressing pavement edge drop-off during recon-
struction? Are paved shoulders, for example, mandatory on reconstruction 
activities? 




Is there any information regarding the impact of pavement edge drop-off on 
frequency or severity of crashes?
Have any crash analyses of frequency of PEDO-related crashes been done?
Have any crash analyses of the impact of resurfacing been done?

















Appendix B. Data Collection Form
Pavement Edge Drop-off Data Collection—Iowa 
Date:                      County:  
Weather Condition: sunny overcast cloudy 
Main St. (include gov. and local names):                                                                               
Begin cross-street:                                                                                                              
End cross-street:                                                                                                                 
Speed Limit:                      Orientation: N/S E/W
Pavement Type: Asphalt Concrete
Shoulder Type: Asphalt Concrete Gravel Earth Mixed
Circle pavement edge shape:
Sharp break-off 
or concrete
Overlay, may be 
more jagged Wedge in place
Squashed 
wedge Other (draw)
N/E S/W N/E S/W N/E S/W N/E S/W N/E S/W
Grade (%)
(sh. if ≥ 5’)
Width 
(ft)
Cross-section shoulders < 5’ (in)
3’ 4.5’ 6’ 7’
N or E shoulder
S or W shoulder
N or E lane
S or W lane
Pavement (G if sig.)
Random start point (m) 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8














Appendix C.        
Selection Criteria for Edge Drop-off Crashes
Conditions A – G are applied to determine whether the crash was “Prob-
able,” “Possible,” “Soft,” “Not,” or “Unknown” before scrubbing is evaluated. If 
crash is determined to be “Probable” or “Possible,” the crash is further evaluated 
to determine whether it was likely to have been in scrubbing mode or not using 
Conditions S1, S2, S3, and S4.
Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal narrative 
if available. In most cases the narrative provides the information; the diagram 
should be consulted as well for additional information.
Condition A: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal  
 narrative if available
Then code as “Probable”
Condition A:  If the narrative indicates that:
Drop-off was present, or
Edge or shoulder rut was present, or
Vehicle dropped off onto a low shoulder, or
Wheels caught on the shoulder, lip, or edge of pavement, or
Vehicle attempted to remount pavement more than once, or
Vehicle attempted to remount pavement but was not able to 
do so









Condition B: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal narrative if available
Then if: 
No further action on shoulder 
condition is noted
Then code as “Not”
Then code as “Possible”
Or if: 
Subsequent actions do not indicate action on 
shoulder lead to further loss of control; or vehicle 
strikes ﬁxed object with no indication that shoulder 
condition was a factor; or if loss of control clearly 
occurs after vehicle has returned to roadway 
rather than as vehicle is returning; or vehicle leaves 
roadway and subsequent event such as running into 
ditch, overturning, etc., occurs with no indication of 
loss of control on shoulder; or an attempt is made 
to return to pavement
Condition B:  If the narrative indicates that:
Vehicle leaves traveled portion of roadway in some manner (wording such as “leaves roadway,” 
“enters shoulder,” “drifts onto shoulder,” “dropped onto shoulder,” “partially left roadway,” etc.) with  
no indication of loss of control on the roadway itself before leaving the traveled way unless:
Driver is indicated as intoxicated, fell asleep, was driving recklessly, or had some other 
physical condition, see Condition E
Roadway condition or shoulder condition is indicated as wet, icy, snow covered, loose 
material, etc., see Condition D





Loss of control on shoulder is indicated as 
vehicle enters or attempts to return to travel 
lane and/or vehicle is unable to return to 
travel lane (wording such as “lost control,” 
“overcorrected,” “attempted to return to lane,” 
“shot across road,” “crossed centerline,” 
“swerved,” “slid,” etc.) and/or loss of control  
on shoulder clearly appears to have been 
caused by drop-off or shoulder condition
Then if: 
Shoulder condition is not noted
Or if: 
Shoulder condition is noted, such as “slid in gravel,” “slid 
in mud,” “encountered soft shoulders” (words such as “fish-
tailed on shoulder,” “slid on shoulder,” etc., likely indicate 
vehicle lost control due to encountering gravel shoulder)
Or if: 
Further action due to shoulder is noted such as “over-
corrected attempting to return to pavement,” and loss 
of control appears to be related to edge of roadway 
rather than loss of control on shoulder
Then code as “Possible”Then code as “Soft”
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Condition C: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal narrative if available
Condition C:  If the narrative indicates:
Vehicle ﬁrst lost control on traveled portion of roadway (wording such as “lost control,” “swerved on 
roadway,” “crossed centerline,” etc.) before the action of vehicle “runs-off-road right” occurs unless:
Driver is indicated as intoxicated, fell asleep, was driving recklessly, or had some other  
physical condition, see Condition E
Roadway condition or shoulder condition is indicated as wet, icy, snow covered, loose 
material, etc., see Condition D




Then code as “Not”
Then if:
Loss of control on shoulder is indicated as vehicle enters or 
attempts to return to travel lane and/or vehicle is unable 
to return to travel lane (wording such as “lost control,” 
“overcorrected,” “attempted to return to lane,” “shot across 
road,” “crossed centerline,” “swerved,” “slid,” etc.) and/or  
loss of control on shoulder clearly appears to have been  
caused by drop-off or shoulder condition
Or if: 
No additional loss of control 
occurred on shoulder
Then if:
Shoulder condition is not noted
Or if: 
Shoulder condition is noted, such as “slid in gravel,” 
“slid in mud,” “encountered soft shoulders,” (words 
such as “ﬁshtailed on shoulder,” “slid on shoulder,” 
etc., likely indicate vehicle lost control due to 
encountering gravel shoulder)Then code as “Possible”
Then code as “Soft” Then code as “Possible”
Then if: 
No further action on 
shoulder condition is noted
Or if:
Further action due to shoulder 
is noted such as “over-corrected 
attempting to return to pavement”
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Condition D and E: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal narrative  
 if available
Then code as “Not”
Or if: 
Shoulder or roadway condition was not most likely 
cause, return to corresponding Condition A, B, or C 
but need to have some reason to believe that 
surface condition was not the cause
Then if: 
No additional loss of control occurred on 
shoulder, or narrative suggests that any 
additional loss of control on shoulder 
or roadway was due to snow, ice, or 
hydroplaning
Condition D:   If the narrative indicates:
Vehicle ﬁrst lost control on traveled portion of roadway or shoulder due to roadway or shoulder 
surface conditions (ice, snow, or hydroplaning; wording such as “hit wet spot,” “slid on wet pavement,” 
“road was snow or ice covered,” etc.); or pavement surface condition was noted as contributing factor  
(such as “loose asphalt,” “loose material,” etc.); or shoulder material was noted as contributing factor  
(such as “slid on soft shoulder,” “encountered wet shoulder,” “slid in gravel,” etc.) unless:
Driver is indicated as intoxicated, fell asleep, was driving recklessly, or had some other 
physical condition, consider Condition E as well
Vehicle condition is noted, consider Condition F as well
•
•
Then code as “Not”
Condition E:  If the narrative indicates:
Driver was under the inﬂuence of alcohol or drugs, or driver was in a high speed police chase, or 
driver fell asleep, or driver was driving recklessly or at very high speeds unless:
Roadway condition or shoulder condition is indicated as wet, icy, snow covered, loose 
material, etc., consider Condition D as well




No indication is given that the shoulder condition 
contributed to subsequent events; or ofﬁcer, driver, 
or witness, indicates subsequent events resulted 
from intoxication, or drug inﬂuence, or due to driver 
falling asleep; or loss of control was more likely due 
to driver having been asleep/drunk, etc., rather  
than vehicle action
Or  if: 
Driver condition was not likely cause, 
return to corresponding Condition A, B, 
or C but need to have some reason to 
believe shoulder, not driver condition, 
contributed
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Condition F and G: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal narrative  
 if available
Then code as “Not”
Condition F:  If the narrative makes reference to:
Vehicle condition (wording such as “blew tire,” “had problems with brakes,” etc.) unless:
Driver is indicated as intoxicated, fell asleep, was driving recklessly, or had some other 
condition that affected him or her, consider Condition E as well
Roadway condition or shoulder condition is indicated as wet, icy, snow covered, loose 




No indication is given that the shoulder condition 
contributed to subsequent events, or ofﬁcer, 
witness, or driver indicates subsequent events 
resulted from vehicle condition
Then  if: 
Vehicle condition was not likely the cause, 
return to corresponding Condition A, B, or C 
but need to have some reason to 
believe shoulder, not vehicle condition, 
contributed
Then code as “Not”
Then code as “Possible”
Condition G:  If the narrative:
Does not describe any situation covered in Conditions A–E.  May have wording such as “vehicles 
striking each other while passing,” “vehicle striking a turning vehicle,” “vehicle passing on shoulder,” etc.
Or if: 
Further action on shoulder resulted in subsequent loss of 
control as vehicle enters or attempts to enter travel lane 
and/or inability to return to travel lane or loss of control 
once it has returned to travel lane, such as “overcorrected 
while trying to return to roadway,” “attempted to return to 
roadway,” “shot across lanes,” “crossed centerline,” etc.
Then if: 
No mention is made of loss of 
control on shoulder
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Condition H: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal   
 narrative if available
Scrubbing Condition
For Iowa and Missouri, scrubbing was evaluated after the initial deter-
mination of whether the crash was “Probable,” “Possible,” “Soft,” “Not,” or “Un-
known.” If the crash was determined to be “Probable” or “Possible,” Condition 
S1 was then applied, etc.
In North Carolina and Illinois, scrubbing was evaluated ﬁrst, if it was de-
termined that the vehicle was likely to have been in scrubbing mode, the crash 
was further evaluated to determine whether it was “Probable,” “Possible,” “Soft,” 
“Not,” or “Unknown.”
Notes: 
Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal narrative if available.
The manner in which the ofﬁcers draw the crash diagram is not consistent. In some 
cases the ofﬁcer draws the roadway; in others, the ofﬁcer uses a centerline depiction.
Scale is also often arbitrary.




Then code as “Unknown”
Condition H:  If the narrative:
Does not provide enough information to determine where 
control was lost, or 
Indicates ofﬁcer found vehicle but was unaware of events 
leading up to accident, or
No ofﬁcer or personal narrative is available or is left blank, or
Vehicle was listed as “ran-off-road” but no other information 
was provided, or








Scrubbing condition: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal  
 narrative if available
Condition S1:  
In the ﬁrst set of events as the vehicle leaves the roadway, any of the tires (one or more) are 
shown off the edge of the pavement, or the vehicle is drawn to indicate that any of the tires are 
likely to have been off the edge of the pavement
Then if: 
Vehicle is roughly parallel to the edge of 
pavement (approximately 20º or less)
Or if: 
Initial departure angle is > 20º (approximately) 
Then if: 
Subsequent event shows vehicle with 
one or more wheel or vehicle parallel 
(20º or less) to the edge of pavement
Or if: 
Vehicle leaves roadway 
entirely
Then if: 
Tire(s) that left pavement or vehicle are 
drawn so that tire(s) appear to be close to 
the edge of pavement
Or if:
Tire(s) that left pavement or vehicle 
are drawn so that tire(s) are not close 
to the edge of pavement
Then code as
“Not Scrubbing”
Then code as “Potential Scrubbing” Then code as “Not Scrubbing”
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Scrubbing condition: Narrative may refer to either the ofﬁcer narrative or personal  
 narrative if available
Then code as “Not Scrubbing”
Then code as 
“Not Scrubbing”
Condition S2: 
If the vehicle initially leaves the roadway and the ﬁrst set of events do not meet any conditions 
in Condition S1
Then if: 
A subsequent event shows vehicle with any tire(s) 
or vehicle parallel (20º or less) to the roadway edge
Or if: 
No subsequent event indicates vehicle 
returned to pavement edge or roadway, or 
subsequent event shows vehicle or tire(s) 
close to pavement edge or returning to 
roadway but at an angle > 20º approximately) 
Then if: 
One or more tires or                
vehicle are drawn so that 
one or more tires appear 
to be close to the edge of 
pavement
Or if: 
Tires or vehicle are 
drawn so that tires 
are not close to the 
edge of pavement
Then code as 
“Potential Scrubbing”
Then code as “Unknown Scrubbing”
Condition S3:  
If crash diagram is not available or does not show events in enough detail to assess 
whether the vehicle was in scrubbing or not 
Then code as “Not Scrubbing”
Condition S4:  
If the crash does not ﬁt any conditions S1, S2, and S3 
